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Born from superior engineering, at SunLink we’re innovating to meet the

needs of the future. Our large-scale ground mount systems are designed

with insight and technology that allows for installation no matter what
the terrain. Hills or plains, high wind or snow, 100 kW to 500 MW, simple
or complex, our solar energy solutions will help you overcome obstacles
and achieve greater success.

Discover the power of what’s possible with SunLink.

Visit SunLink.com/groundmount to discover which SunLink solution is the perfect fit for your next project.

What’s in YOUR Project?

Did you know that nearly 25% of all solar electricity in North America
flows through a SolarBOS product? Ever wonder why?
We believe it’s due to our product quality, flexibility and manufacturing
capabilities right here in the US. Not to mention our world-class
customer service and wide product range, including everything from
AFCI Combiners to Breaker Enclosures to PV Wire Harnesses. Add to this
our 2-day shipping to most every jobsite in North America and it’s easy
to see why so many customers choose SolarBOS.
Solar Balance of Systems. It’s what we do.
www.solarbos.com
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Rapid Shutdown. You don’t want to worry
about NEC® 2014. So we did.

ABB’s Rapid Shutdown units are NEC 2014 code compliant and cost effective.
This new solution strategically fits within 10 feet of the array and will shut power
down within 10 seconds or less—all without the need of extra conduit. It’s a simple
path to full compliance. This is just one of the ways that we at ABB empower solar
installers with the latest technology to make their jobs easier and the world better.
Visit abb-solarinverters.com/rapidshutdown to learn more.
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SolarCity deployed this 222 kW dual-tilt array

as part of a partnership with the City of Quincy, Massachusetts, to install
PV arrays on city buildings. The installation was the first pilot project for
Zep Solar’s ZS Peak mounting system. Photo: Courtesy Zep Solar
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Superior Waterproofing
Fast, Simple Installation
Industry-leading Training
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AllEarth Releases
Dual-Axis Tracker
[Williston, VT] AllEarth Solar has added the L20 Solar
Tracker to its line of pole-mounted dual-axis trackers.
The new model supports twenty 72-cell landscapeoriented modules. Designed for residential, commercial and industrial projects, the pre-engineered L20
is shipped on a single pallet that includes all tracker
components. AllEarth Solar also supplies the system’s
modules and string inverter, plus brackets and fasteners required for component mounting. Tracker features include GPS-based array tracking and a built-in
anemometer used to signal the tracker to stow in high

winds. The L20 has a 120-mph wind rating and a 10-year
product warranty. AllEarth Solar will begin offering the
L20 as a complete system package in January 2016.
AllEarth Solar / 802.872.9600 / allearthrenewables.com

Bentek Offers Residential
Rapid Shutdown System
Developed for deployment in jurisdictions that have
adopted NEC 2014 and that are enforcing Article 690.12, Bentek’s
Rapid Shutdown System (RSS) provides a Code-compliant means for
disconnecting residential rooftop arrays. The RSS is comprised of the
Rapid Shutdown Controller, which is installed at the building service
entrance, and the Rapid Shutdown Module, which is installed at the
array. The controller has an emergency PV shut-off button, indicator
lights showing array connection status and a cover latch that technicians can use to lock out the system. The module is available in twoand three-series source-circuit options and has preinstalled input/
output wire whips
for plug-and-play
installation. The RSS
is compatible with
both isolated and
non-isolated string
inverters. It has been
tested for use with
SMA America and
ABB products.
[San Jose, CA]

Bentek / 866.505.0303 /
bentek.com
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Quick Mount PV
Introduces MLPE
Frame Bracket
[Walnut Creek, CA] The Accessory Frame
Bracket (AFB) from Quick Mount PV offers
installers fast, on-the-ground installation of
module-level power electronics (MLPE) directly
to the module frame. The AFB is compatible
with Quick Mount PV’s Quick Rack rail-free
mounting system, as well as rail-based racking systems. It integrates with 33 mm, 35 mm
and 40 mm module frames, and it provides a
grounded connection between the MLPE component and the frame. It is listed to UL 2703 for
use with SolarEdge P300, P320, P400, P405,
P600 and P700 Power Optimizer models.
Quick Mount PV / 925.478.8269 / quickmountpv.com

Got Reliability?
We Do!

Ginlong Solis inverters are Built to Last, with
over 10 years of operating inverters in harsh
environments worldwide.
• One Stop Shop - For solar projects from
several kW’s to 20MW.
• Leading Technology - NEMA 4X enclosure
and up to 4MPPT’s.
• 3rd Party Testing - Qualified by DNV GL.
• US Solution - UL 1741 and CEC listed, and
warehoused for quick delivery.

Made by Ginlong Technologies

Contact us today.
t: 866.438.8408
e: sales@ginlong-usa.com
w: www.ginlong.com
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Wire
RayTray Launches Wire
Management System
[Brooklyn, NY] RayTray

SolaTrim Offers
Protective Barrier
SolaTrim, a new pest
and debris abatement system, protects
conductors and module backsheets from
damage while allowing airflow for array
cooling. The barrier is manufactured
from 0.025-inch 3003-H14 aluminum with
diamond cut-out stamping and a lowvisibility black polyester coating on the
front side. To avoid potential issues
with module manufacturers’ installation
instructions and warranties, SolaTrim
uses peel-and-stick acrylic foam tape
rather than mechanical fasteners to
provide permanent bonding to the outside edges of an array’s module frames.
SolaTrim is available in 48-inch lengths
that are 6.75 inches wide. The product
carries a 20-year warranty.

developed its modular
conductor-management
system to maximize wire
protection and minimize
construction cost in commercial low-slope rooftop
solar projects. The Solar Wire
Management System includes
three nonmetallic rigid polyvinyl
chloride (RPVC) polymer
components (cap, tray and
base) that have an F1 UV rating and require no grounding. The RayTray system is
ETL listed to UL 870 for 1,000 Vdc PV installations. It is rated to hold up to thirty
10 AWG conductors and is listed for use with conductor sizes ranging from 12
AWG to 6 AWG. The cap and tray are available in 8-foot lengths that are 2.5 inches
high by 7 inches wide; the support base comes in 6-inch segments. The individual
components are cut to length in the field and joined with plastic rivets (McMasterCarr part 90136A583 or similar). The maximum support interval is 4 feet, 3 inches.
RayTray offers a 15-year warranty against defects in materials and workmanship.
RayTray / raytraysolar.com

[Sacramento, CA]

SolaTrim / 916.292.8699 / solatrim.com

Schneider Introduces Central
Inverters for Energy Storage
[Burnaby, Canada] Schneider Electric’s recently launched Conext Core XC-NA

ES central inverters are designed for advanced battery-based energy storage
applications. The series includes three models with maximum output power ratings
of 540 kVA, 630 kVA and 680 kVA. The inverters are CSA listed to UL 1741 (including IEEE 1547) for 1,000 Vdc
applications. The Conext Core
XC-NA ES series’ response time
makes it suitable for utility-scale
energy storage applications such
as ancillary services, renewable
smoothing and firming, energy
shifting, peak shaving and electricity rate optimization. It has
a type 3R–rated enclosure for
outdoor applications and can
be provided as part of a preengineered skid-mounted
solution (ES Skid).
Schneider Electric /
solar.schneider-electric.com
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Resolving Fire Hazards from the Ground-Fault
Detection Blind Spot
s an MC4 connector sat in a
conductor by systematically measurpuddle of water on a commering voltages on subsections of the
cial rooftop in southern New Jersey, a
array. After identifying the precise
nearly invisible fire risk was developlocation of the fault via visual inspecing. Exposed to harsh winters and
tion, the team replaced the damaged
humid summers in the 6 years since its MC4 connector.
installation, the seal on this particuThe ground path provided by the
lar connector, shown in Figure 1, had
damaged connector produced only
broken down and was now providing
120 mA of ground-fault current, suba hazardous ground path for the dc
stantially less than the trip threshold
current to earth. The traditional fuseof the 5-amp GFDI fuse in the inverter
based ground-fault detector interrupt- deployed at this site. In a worst-case
ers (GFDIs) employed in many central
scenario, this latent ground-fault
inverters developed specifically for the condition would have persisted until a
North American market are not capasecond ground fault occurred, shortble of detecting this type of ground
ing the array around the GFDI fuse and
fault. This results in a dangerous
causing a fire similar to the incident
condition known as the ground-fault
in Bakersfield, California. Fortunately,
detection blind spot, which has caused
the 120 mA fault current was above the
numerous electrical fires. Bill Brooks
100 mA detection threshold the EPC
reported on this condition in his
firm had programmed into the CSM
SolarPro article “The Bakersfield Fire:
equipment. This enabled the team to
A Lesson in Ground-Fault Detection”
remotely identify and quickly remedy
(February/March 2011).
the ground-fault condition in the roofIn the past, this MC4 connector
mounted PV array.
fault might have gone undetected. In
this case, however, a new ground-fault
Latent Ground-Fault Background
detection technology called a current
The effects of PV fires can be sigsense monitor (CSM) detected the
nificant, especially for rooftop PV sysfault and generated an alarm at the
tems, where PV-initiated fires have the
command center of a major engipotential to damage not only the array,
neering, procurement and
construction
(EPC) firm. The
EPC firm quickly
dispatched a
team to the
array to perform
diagnostics and
maintenance.
This team found
Figure 1 Service personnel found this connector lying in a
the damaged
pool of water when they responded to a ground-fault alarm on
MC4 connector
an array in southern New Jersey. Moisture ingress had damin a grounded
current-carrying aged this connector after 6 years in the field.
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but also the structure itself, as shown
in Figure 2 (p. 14). Historically, the
ground-fault detection blind spot has
caused many latent ground faults and
ultimately resulted in several PV fires
in North America. Latent ground faults
can either be grounded conductorto-ground faults or high-impedance
ground faults on ungrounded conductors. The initial ground fault is generally not a fire hazard, but will remain
latent because the fault current is too
low to trip the inverter’s GFDI fuse.
In the event that a second ground
fault occurs in the array, fault current,
which may be very large, will bypass
the GFDI device, and the inverter’s
ground-fault protection system will
not work as intended to prevent a fire.
Industry response. In 2013, the
Solar America Board for Codes and
Standards (Solar ABCs) analyzed
the latent ground-fault problem and
concluded that traditional fuse-based
GFDIs did not adequately mitigate
hazards associated with these types of
faults. Sandia National Laboratories
further concluded that simply reducing
the installed GFDI fuse rating to lower
its current detection threshold was not
an effective means of closing the blind
spot. The reason is that smaller fuse
sizes have increased internal impedances, which reduce the fault current
and prevent the fuse from blowing
when a latent ground fault is present.
It is not possible, therefore, to close the
ground-fault blind spot with smaller
GFDI fuses. Further, retrofitting an
inverter with a smaller GFDI fuse would
often invalidate its certification listing.
Since latent ground faults were
known to cause fires in PV systems,
the Solar ABCs stakeholder group
hastily identified ground-fault protection alternatives to C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 1 4

No Boundaries
When it comes to deep-cycle batteries, no one goes
to the extremes of performance like Trojan Battery
Company. Our full line of deep-cycle flooded, AGM
and gel batteries are ideal for all of your energy
storage needs.

We’ll keep breaking the boundaries.
Where you go after that is up to you.
Renewable
Energy

Remote
Telecom

Inverter
Backup

Off-Grid Solar

Mini-Grids

C-MAX

TECHNOLOGY

Available World Wide through Trojan Battery Master Distributor Network
www.trojanbattery.com
800.423.6569
+ 1 562.236.3000
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fuse-based GFDIs. The group largely
based these alternatives on European
fault-detection techniques that vendors or integrators could implement
using readily available products. The
alternatives identified included current
sense monitors, which measure current
flow through the ground bond of dcgrounded systems; isolation monitors,
which measure array resistance to
earth in temporarily or permanently
ungrounded PV systems; and residual
current detectors, which measure differential current between the positive
and negative conductors.
Industry concerns related to
latent ground faults also led directly
to changes in the National Electrical
Code. As part of the 2014 revision
cycle, the Code-making panel revised
Section 690.5(A) to explicitly state
that the ground-fault protection
device or system must be capable of

C our te sy Sa ndi a Na ti o na l La bo r a to r i e s

QA

Figure 2 A blind spot in a listed inverter’s fuse-based ground-fault protection
scheme resulted in this damage. The fire occurred prior to the wide-scale deployment of advanced ground-fault protection equipment, such as current sense monitor (CSM) technology.

detecting ground faults in “intentionally grounded conductors.” Many
inverter manufacturers are now

moving to implement one or more of
the identified ground-fault protection
alternatives for NEC 2014 compliance.

ECO-N-T makes it easy!
• Tough
• Simple
• Flexible

Solar charge controller
for 12/24 V systems

1 (520) 777-7906

Learn more at: www.phocos.com
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However, incorporating these technologies into new products does not protect the PV fleet currently deployed
across the country.
The existing PV fleet remains at
risk for a variety of reasons. Some
integrators are simply unaware of the
ground-fault detection blind spot.
Others have concerns about retrofitting existing arrays with advanced
ground-fault detection devices. There
are labor and material costs to consider, as well as the potential impact
on the certification listing of fielded
inverters. In addition, advanced
ground-fault detectors have a limited
usage history in the US.
Fielding Advanced GroundFault Detectors
Since 2013, Sandia has worked with a
major EPC firm to extensively install
alternatives to fuse-based GFDIs for

S

representing
109 MW of inverter
capacity, with
the CSM technology. The EPC is
also deploying and
investigating
isolation-resistance
measurements for
ground-mounted
systems.
CSM retrofit. The
CSM solution uses
a current transformer (CT) to measure
the current in the ground-bond conductor, which is the conductor located
inside the inverter that connects the
grounded bus, whether positive or
negative, to ground. A relay analyzes
the current values from the CT and
activates a dry contact switch if the values exceed the programmable current
threshold for longer than 1 second.

The current sense monitor (CSM)
solution uses a current transformer to
measure the current in the ground-bond
conductor inside the inverter.

concerned customers in its fleet of
commercial rooftop PV systems. A
balance of effectiveness, cost and serviceability led the EPC to install stringlevel inverters equipped with isolation
monitor and residual current-detector
technologies on new systems and
to retrofit central inverters with
CSM devices. Currently, the EPC
has retrofitted 331 central inverters,

www.omcosolar.com

Contact us today to learn about our
C and Z Purlin capabilities

Roll Forming | Stamping | Fastener Insertion | Custom Assembly

Shaping the solar power industry around the globe
Arizona | Ohio | Indiana | Alabama
602.352.2700 sales@omcoform.com
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Figure 3 This plot shows two days of measured CSM data for 10 PV systems, one of which (System 10, in red) developed
a ground fault with a magnitude of approximately 170 mA. Since the fault was on a nongrounded conductor, the latent fault current continued until a field service representative arrived on-site. The black dots illustrate Sandia’s ability to model this ground
fault with an array-level circuit simulation program.

When this switch is activated, the
inverter shuts off, and the monitoring
system sends an alarm signal to the
command center. Staff monitor groundfault alarm signals 24/7 and immediately dispatch field service personnel to
the site in question when a fault alarm is
annunciated. In addition to logging the
relay status, the data acquisition system
also stores current values from the relay
for each system.
Figure 3, for example, reports two
days of measured CSM current values
for nine healthy PV systems and one
system that developed a ground fault.
Sandia collected these data from a
system deployed using three manufacturers’ inverters—all of which are in
the 250 kW to 500 kW capacity range—
and three manufacturers’ modules.
The measured current values for the
healthy systems range from 5 mA (the
lower limit for this CSM retrofit kit) to
about 50 mA. Though these measured
16

values include current contributed by
the entire PV system, the magnitude
of healthy daytime CSM values largely
depends on the ground current from
the inverter. In the case of the ground
fault in Figure 3, the fault was on a
nongrounded conductor; therefore,
circulating current remained on the
ground bond after the relay opened the
inverter’s dc contactor.
Integrators can typically retrofit
CSM solutions, like the ground-current
monitoring kit in Figure 4, inside
the inverter cabinet. Should the internal
inverter temperature exceed the kit’s
maximum operating range, it is also
possible to implement an external CSM
solution. In either configuration, this
ground-current monitoring kit does not
modify the conductive path between the
grounded bus and ground—which typically consists of a cable and a passive
GFDI device such as a breaker or fuse—
but rather inductively measures the

S O L A R PR O | November/December 2015

current in this path. This approach typically maintains the inverter certification
listing by ensuring that the manufacturer’s factory-installed ground-fault
protection system functions exactly
as originally evaluated by a Nationally
Recognized Testing Laboratory. This
CSM implementation only interrupts
the flow of fault current for latent faults
on grounded current-carrying conductors. For all other latent ground faults,
the command center quickly dispatches
field service representatives to the site
to intervene manually. If the fault current increases before a representative
arrives at the site, the inverter’s factoryinstalled GFDI activates and opens the
ground bond.
Fault thresholding. Sandia has
developed an array-level simulation
tool, based on the open-source program SPICE (Simulation Program with
Integrated Circuit Emphasis), that
can accurately model ground-bond

30-string subarray
30-string subarray

Inverter

300 A fuse

Command
center

300 A fuse

30-string subarray
12 A fuse

300 A fuse

12 A fuse

Isolation
monitor
RCD

12 A fuse
GFDI fuse

CSM

Ground fault

CSM kit

Figure 4 This schematic diagram shows the CSM kit in relation to a local PV system, its inverter and a remote command
center. Integrators can typically retrofit CSM solutions, such as the one pictured here (lower right), inside the inverter cabinet
without impacting the inverter certification listing.

currents from a variety of healthy and
faulted array configurations. The results
of these simulations match well with
data from real arrays, as illustrated by
the black dots in Figure 3, and Sandia
and others can use these simulations to
determine proper alarm thresholds for
arrays and to understand array behavior based on a wide variety of fault locations and impedances.
The range of ground faults detectable using CSM measurements
depends on the thresholds used to
define the presence of a fault. On the
one hand, if this trip threshold is too
aggressive, the system will experience
unwanted or nuisance trip events. On
the other, if the threshold is too passive, the system will not detect certain
ground faults, allowing the detection
blind spot to persist.
Array leakage currents from
PV modules or ground-bond noise

caused by lightning or inverter
switching can cause nuisance tripping. Therefore, system operators
must set the detection threshold
above the maximum leakage current
and noise levels for all meteorological and operating conditions and yet
low enough to detect the worst-case
(lowest possible current) faults in the
array. One of the major challenges for
an installation company is accounting for the range of possible leakage
current based on the module and
BOS components deployed across its
fleet of systems. Since the modules
in the installations studied here have
low-leakage characteristics, it was
possible for the EPC to program an
aggressive 100 mA trip limit into its
CSM devices, a threshold 50 times
more stringent than a 5 A GFDI fuse.
Retrofit results. Table 1 (p. 18) summarizes the EPC firm’s experience

before and after it implemented CSM
equipment on commercial rooftops.
Prior to deploying CSM solutions, the
EPC experienced nine fires in systems
protected by traditional fuse-based
GFDIs. These fires occurred over
a 6-year period and resulted in a
range of damage. In the 3 years since
the wide-scale rollout of advanced
ground-fault solutions, the EPC has
not experienced a single fire incident in systems protected by one of
these solutions. In the same period
of time, central inverters with CSM
equipment have detected a total of
20 ground faults across the EPC’s
fleet that its service personnel were
able to identify and repair. Many of
these incidents were dangerous highimpedance faults that would have
persisted indefinitely if fuse-based
GFDIs had been the only fault detection method.
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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The EPC was able to categorize the causes of the ground faults
detected by CSM equipment across
the EPC’s fleet into three distinct
classes. Moisture ingress was the root
cause of 50% of the ground faults (10
cases), including the fault recorded in
Figure 3 (p. 16). Conductor insulation
damage such as pinched or abraded
wires accounted for 20% of the ground
faults ( four cases). Connector damage
caused 10% of the ground faults (two
cases). We do not know the cause(s)
of the remaining 20% of the ground
faults ( four cases).
Unfortunately, the CSM devices
also generated nine unwanted trips
over this same 3-year period. After
analysis, the EPC identified four
causes of nuisance tripping: thunderstorm events, noise on the ground
bond, ac disturbances and faulty
equipment. Lightning and spurious
measurements were the primary
causes of these unwanted trip events.
These nuisance events primarily
occurred early in the learning curve
with the CSM equipment, while the
EPC was still optimizing its averaging
techniques and investigating proper
threshold values.
The EPC was eventually able to
eliminate unwanted trips caused by
thunderstorms by increasing the CSM
unit’s trip delay setting from 1 second to 3 seconds, which allows quick
transient currents to pass through the
ground bond without tripping the unit.
After identifying excessive noise on the
ground bond as the cause of unwanted

S

In the near future, all new inverters will
be equipped with one or more advanced
ground-fault detection technologies.

trips at one site, the EPC resolved the
problem by using a shielded CT in
place of the standard version. The firm
attributes the remaining unwanted
trip events to disturbances on the ac
grid and one faulty CSM CT. Since the
occurrence frequency of these events
is so low, the EPC determined that a
design change was not warranted to
address these types of nuisance trips.
For example, of the 331 CSM units
the EPC firm installed over the past 3
years, only one CT failed after equipment commissioning.
Eliminating the Blind Spot
The experience of the major EPC
firm discussed here has proven
that aggressive implementation of
advanced ground-fault detection
equipment can significantly reduce
the fire risk in PV systems. Over the
past 3 years, the firm has refined the
detection thresholds for its systems to
minimize unwanted tripping events
while maintaining a perfect safety
record. Unfortunately, it will take
some time before inverters installed
prior to the widespread adoption of

Fault Detection vs. Fires Before and After CSM Implementation
Ground-fault detections
Nuisance trips
Fires

Fuse-based GFDI (6 years)
—
—
9

Post-CSM retrofit (3 years)
20
9
0

Table 1 After retrofitting central inverters on commercial roof-mounted systems
with CSM equipment, a major EPC firm was able to increase the detection of latent
ground faults and eliminate fire events across its fleet.
18

the 2014 edition
of the National
Electrical Code are
either replaced
or upgraded
with more sensitive ground-fault
protection equipment. However,
in the near future,
all new inverters
will be equipped with one or more
advanced ground-fault detection technologies. The results presented here
demonstrate that compliance with the
ground-fault protection requirements
in NEC 2014 can dramatically reduce
the occurrence of fires in PV systems.
Currently, there are major efforts
under way to refine the industry-wide
requirements for PV system groundfault protection in US safety standards. The Underwriters Laboratories
Standards Technical Panel (STP) for
UL 1741 and UL 62109-2 is presently
reviewing trip limit proposals for current sense monitors, residual current
detectors and isolation monitors.
One major challenge when defining
the trip limits is understanding and
accounting for the background leakage currents that exist in PV systems.
The data presented here show that
these values can be quite low, and
the inverter significantly influences
them. The STP can use these observations and other simulations that
Sandia conducted to justify considerably lower trip limits for PV system
ground-fault protection than have
been required in the past. UL 62109-2,
which will likely be available in early
2016, will incorporate the updated
requirements. While it is difficult to
balance unwanted tripping with detection sensitivity, one thing is certain: PV
systems will be far safer in the future.
—Jack D. Flicker and Jay Johnson /
Sandia National Laboratories /
Albuquerque, NM / sandia.org
—Mark J. Albers / SunPower /
Richmond, CA / sunpower.com
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Dual-Tilt Mounting Syste
By Paul Gibbs and Paul Grana

More and more vendors are
offering dual-tilt mounting
systems, which orient modules in undulating east-west
or even north-south rows. Is
this the wave of the future?
20
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M

odule-mounting strategies have evolved
over time. In the early to mid 2000s, for
example, it was common for designers to
tilt modules at latitude. This approach optimized specific yield (kWh/kW), ensuring
that the modules were as productive as possible. This design
approach made sense when the modules constituted the most
expensive part of a PV system. As module costs have declined,
however, so have module tilt angles.
The industry movement toward lower tilt angles was first
evident on commercial rooftops. To optimize energy production in this space-constrained setting, designers have long
opted to reduce array tilt and tighten array spacing to fit
more modules per square foot. For example, PowerLight (now
SunPower) began volume production on its flat-tilt PowerGuard solution for commercial rooftops in September 1999.
Although this high-power–density design approach predates
the era of low-cost PV modules, it is especially well suited to
optimizing financial performance at the system level rather
than specific yield at the module level.
Dual-tilt mounting systems are a continuation of this
trend in low-slope rooftop applications. Lower-cost PV

Courtesy Everest Solar Systems

ems for Low-Slope Roofs
modules incentivize designs that maximize roof coverage
ratios and installed PV capacity while minimizing shade and
soiling effects. This design philosophy gave birth to dual-tilt
mounting systems that allow for high-power densities on
rooftops with minimal self-shading as well as arrays that
are self-cleaning during rain events. However, since southfacing PV arrays have been the de facto industry standard
on commercial rooftops in North America for many years,
system designers may initially be confused by dual-tilt
mounting approaches or even suspicious of vendor performance claims.
In this article, we analyze the pros and cons of dual-tilt
mounting systems for low-slope roofs, providing quantitative examples of how this design strategy differs from
traditional approaches. We illustrate how to use an economic model to evaluate the financial performance of dualtilt versus south-facing designs. Based on these results,
we describe how and where designers can deploy dual-tilt
systems most effectively. In the event that this design
approach is ideal for projects you are developing, we provide
a brief overview of vendors offering dual-tilt mounting systems in North America.

Evaluating the Dual-Tilt Value Proposition
The first step in evaluating dual-tilt mounting is to understand the trade-offs associated with this design approach,
some of which Table 1 (p. 22) details. Some of the potential
benefits that vendors tout (such as increased power density)
are self-evident, whereas designers need to model and analyze
others (such as time of delivery [TOD] gains). Most important,
a decrease in specific yield relative to south-facing arrays
tempers the potential benefits of dual-tilt arrays.
Power density. Traditional south-facing fixed-tilt mounting systems for low-slope roofs require a gap between rows
of modules to prevent interrow shading. The width of this
gap represents a trade-off between power density and module productivity. Interrow spacing typically ranges between
1 and 3 feet on rooftop systems. It is much larger on groundmounted systems, which tend to have tall array tables.
By contrast, dual-tilt mounting systems orient modules in
a “wave” pattern that inherently mitigates self-shading effects.
Since there is no need for additional interrow shading allowances, most dual-tilt systems simply have rows at regular
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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Evaluating Dual-Tilt vs. South-Facing Mounting

Specific yield. While power is an
important variable in terms of a PV
Criteria
System performance effect
Pro Con
system’s economic performance,
reduced energy yield per unit of
Power
Dual-tilt orientation increases ground coverage ratio
X
density
and installed array capacity
power offsets capacity gains with
Specific
Nonoptimal array orientation reduces energy yield
X
a dual-tilt array. Though dual-tilt
yield
per unit of power (kWh/kW)
arrays are less sensitive to azimuth
Energy
In spite of their reduced specific yield, dual-tilt arrays can produce
X
than traditional fixed-tilt arrays,
production
more energy on an annual basis due to improved power density
vendors typically advertise these
Installed
Back-to-back rows act as wind deflectors and may share structural
X
products as east-west mountcosts
components, which tends to reduce material and labor costs ($/W)
ing solutions. Not surprisingly, an
Weight
Due to wind loading reductions, dual-tilt arrays require less ballast
X
array that has half of its modules
per kW, and may reduce net roof loading (pounds per square foot)
facing east and half facing west
Time of
Dual-tilt systems can generate more value on some time-of-delivey
X
will generate fewer kilowatt-hours
delivery
tariffs by improving energy production on summer afternoons
per kilowatt than an array that
Inverter
Inverter power-limiting losses are lower since dual-tilt arrays
X
has all of its modules facing south.
limiting
operate less often at high-power levels
This reduction in specific yield is a
Table 1 Dual-tilt mounting offers some compelling value propositions, most notably
simple function of the lower averimproved power density and aerodynamics. However, designers must weigh these benage annual irradiance in the plane
efits against decreased specific yield (kWh/kW) due to nonoptimal array orientation.
of the dual-tilt array.
The plane-of-array irradiance
intervals to accommodate system maintenance. In most cases, reductions associated with dual-tilt mounting vary based on
dual-tilt mounts have a narrow gap only at the peak of each site latitude and reference array tilt. As illustrated in Table 2
ridge to facilitate airflow around the modules and equalize (p. 24), the farther a dual-tilt installation is from the equator,
the larger the performance penalty relative to a south-facing
pressure differentials associated with wind loads.
As a result of this fundamental design difference, dual- array. The amount that an east-west array underperforms
tilt arrays typically have a core ground coverage ratio (not relative to a south-facing array also varies based on the
counting obstructions or walkways) of approximately 0.9. array tilt of the reference design. For the cities we analyzed
By comparison, south-facing fixed-tilt arrays typically have in Table 2, an east-west array underperforms a south-facing
core ground coverage ratios in the 0.5–0.8 range. This means array with a 10° tilt by 6%–10%; that performance penalty
that designers can increase system capacity 15%–35% increases to 9%–16% in relation to a reference array with
by using a dual-tilt rather than a traditional south-facing a 20° tilt.
design approach.
In addition to plane-of-array irradiance losses, dual-tilt
mounting systems also experience secondary irradiance
losses, including reflective and low-light losses. Reflective
losses increase when sunlight strikes a module at a shallower incidence angle. Since an east-west array experiences
shallower sun angles than a south-facing array, its reflective
losses increase by 0.5%–1%. In addition, PV modules are less
efficient at lower light levels, and an east-west array experiences an additional 0.1%–0.3% of loss due to low-light losses.
Taken together, the secondary irradiance losses in an eastwest array account for system losses of roughly 1% compared
to a south-facing array.
Dual-tilt mounting systems sacrifice irradiance by
design. While improved power density is the most obvious
trade-off, this design approach also has a number of other
system-level benefits. There are significant benefits associated with the aerodynamic performance of an east-west
Power density Dual-tilt arrays do not have a monopoly on
array, and there may be additional benefits associated with
high roof-coverage ratios. PowerLight (now SunPower) introthe time of year or day that a dual-tilt array produces energy
duced the precursor to the PowerGuard solution shown here
C O N T I N U E D O N PA G E 2 4
or power.
in the late 1990s.
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Specific Yield for East-West vs. South-Facing Array

East-west difference vs. south facing (%)

Dual-tilt mounting systems can reduce material and
labor costs compared to traditional low-slope mounting
Specific yield relative to array tilt angle
systems in a few ways. While cost savings vary based on
City
Latitude
20° tilt
15° tilt
10° tilt
product platform, crew experience and basis of compariMiami, FL
25°N
−9%
−8%
−6%
son, our interviews with vendors—all of which sell both
dual-tilt and conventional south-facing mounting sysCharlotte, NC
35°N
−13%
−11%
−8%
tems—indicate that dual-tilt solutions offer cost savings
Minneapolis, MN
45°N
−16%
−13%
−10%
of $0.02–$0.07 per watt.
Table 2 This table compares the modeled specific yield (kWh/
Weight. Another benefit of improved aerodynamic perkW) for an east-west array versus a south-facing array. Note that formance and reduced ballast requirements is that railthe relative performance penalty varies in relation to site latitude
based dual-tilt arrays weigh less per unit of power than
and reference array tilt.
conventional ballasted fixed-tilt arrays. This may allow
integrators to deploy a ballasted solution on low-weight–
Material and labor costs. Many low-slope mounting systems bearing rooftops, such as warehouse roofs. It may also
use a combination of wind deflectors and ballast blocks to allow for the installation of more PV capacity than would
resist wind loads. By contrast, each module in a dual-tilt sys- be possible with a traditional ballasted solution. In these
tem acts as a wind deflector for the module at its back. This weight-constrained situations, designers must pay careful
means that dual-tilt mounting systems eliminate both the attention to roof-loading limits. While dual-tilt arrays weigh
labor and the material costs associated with installing tradi- less than traditional fixed-tilt arrays on a pounds-per-kilowatt
tional wind deflectors.
basis, they also allow designers to install more kilowatts per
Dual-tilt designs can reduce total component counts square foot. As a result of this increased power density, some
further by sharing components between rows. In addition, dual-tilt solutions or configurations could actually increase
the back-to-back rows of modules tend to both reduce wind net roof loading on a pounds-per-square-foot basis.
loads and distribute uplift forces. Because dual-tilt systems
Energy production. While dual-tilt arrays have a lower speare both aerodynamic and structurally interconnected, they cific yield than comparable south-facing arrays, improved
typically require fewer ballast blocks compared to traditional power densities offset these irradiance losses. As a result,
fixed-tilt arrays. Since there are fewer parts to install and the dual-tilt arrays can generate more energy per rooftop than
rows share some parts, dual-tilt systems also improve instal- south-facing arrays. Figure 1, for example, provides a comlation efficiencies in the field.
parison of installed capacity, specific yield and total energy
production in a space-constrained application for an east-west versus a south-facing
50
array configuration, assuming that interrow
Power (kW)
spacing for the south-facing arrays varies
Yield (kWh/kW)
40
based on latitude.
Energy (kWh)
Time of delivery. Simply comparing total
30
energy generation between a dual-tilt and
a south-facing array does not always tell
20
the whole story. As illustrated in Figure
2a, an east-west array can produce more
10
energy on summer afternoons than an
equivalent south-facing array on a low0
slope rooftop. Further, the total energy an
east-west array produces during summer
–10
months compares favorably to the output
of a south-facing array.
–20
Since east-west arrays perform well
Minneapolis
Boston
Sacramento Charlotte
Phoenix
Miami
MN
MA
CA
NC
AZ
FL
in the summer and generate more energy
later in the day, they potentially provide
Figure 1 These data compare key metrics—power, specific yield and energy—
more value than a south-facing array
for east-west versus south-facing arrays with 10° tilt angles in six representative
under TOD rate structures. These potencities. Interrow spacing in the south-facing arrays varies as needed to eliminate
tial benefits vary based on how the utility
self-shading between 10am and 2pm on the winter solstice.
has defined its TOD periods and factors
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Figures 2a & 2b The heat map on the left, Figure 2a, compares energy production for an east-west array relative to a southfacing array with a 20° tilt, according to time of day and year. The chart on the right, Figure 2b, compares the value of the
annual energy produced for an array installed at a 10° tilt in an east-west versus a south-facing configuration based on specific
TOD rate structures.

(multipliers). In a TOD regime weighted specifically toward
summer afternoons, an east-west array can generate 2%–3%
more value over the course of a year than a south-facing
array with a 20° tilt. In a TOD regime that also emphasizes

on-peak (afternoon) production in the winter, an east-west
array might provide little to no additional benefit.
Figure 2b provides examples of these scenarios. The SCE
2006 TOD and PG&E A6 rate structures, which specifically
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emphasize on-peak production in the summer, are favorable for
east-west arrays. The PG&E 2006 TOD rate structure, however,
provides a negligible net benefit, since it also includes an onpeak multiplier in winter, when east-west productivity suffers.
Inverter limiting. In the previous examples, we intentionally used conservative design assumptions, limiting the dcto-ac sizing ratio of the systems we modeled to a maximum
of 1.2 to minimize inverter power limiting. In practice, however, integrators are increasingly deploying systems with
high dc-to-ac ratios. (See “Optimizing Array-to-Inverter
Power Ratio,” SolarPro, October/November 2014.) In highloading scenarios, the peak of the inverter output power
curve is more likely to be clipped at peak-production times
of the day or year when the array is capable of delivering
more power than the inverter can export.
Because a dual-tilt array is not pointed toward the equator, it is less likely to operate at high-power levels than a
south-facing array, which means that the peak of its power
curve is lower. This squatter production curve means that
the inverter power-limiting losses are lower for a dual-tilt
array, assuming the same dc-to-ac sizing ratio. As detailed
in Figure 3, a 1.35 array-to-inverter ratio results in inverter
power limiting losses of 1.5% for a south-facing array versus 0.5% for an east-west array. Put another way, the dc-toac ratio for an east-west array can be 5%–10% larger than
that of a south-facing array and still have the same inverter
power-limiting losses. Therefore, designers can use a dualtilt approach to reduce either inverter power-limiting losses
or inverter capacity.
Our modeling results support vendor claims that dualtilt arrays can make more efficient use of inverter capacity. However, we found no evidence that an inverter itself
DC:AC ratio

Inverter power-limiting losses (%)

0.0

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4
East-west

–1.0

–2.0

South-facing

–3.0

–4.0

Figure 3 An east-west array experiences lower inverter powerlimiting losses on an annual basis than a south-facing array.
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operates any more efficiently—based on voltage or loading
levels—when connected to an east-west array.

Economic Analysis
Economic performance at the system level is the ultimate measure of value for a dual-tilt mounting system. On the one hand,
designers can use a dual-tilt mounting system to increase array
capacity by 15%–35%. On the other, a dual-tilt design approach
nominally decreases specific yield by 4%–12%, depending on
location, though TOD and inverter power-limiting factors
may offset some of these irradiance yield losses. In addition,
hardware utilization improvements, including potential
inverter cost reductions, may reduce installed costs by $0.02–
$0.08 per watt. Given the complexity of the factors involved,
we need to use a site- and system-specific economic model to
holistically understand the impact of using a dual-tilt array
versus a conventional south-facing array.
Table 3 (p. 28) compares key economic indicators for two
potential array designs for a 43,000-square-foot rooftop in
Charlotte, North Carolina. To define the reference systems,
we used Folsom Lab’s HelioScope software to calculate the
array capacity for a south-facing PV array and for an eastwest–oriented PV array, assuming a 10° tilt for both systems.
Based on its ability to perform component-level analyses,
we also used HelioScope to model energy production for
these two systems. After defining system energy production, we used the System Advisor Model (SAM) from the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory to model economic
performance over time. For the inputs to the SAM model, we
assumed fixed costs of $0.81 per watt, marginal costs of $1.64
per watt, an energy value of $0.15/kWh, a 7% discount rate
and a useful system life of 25 years.
Looking at the data in Table 3, it is striking that an eastwest design increases system capacity by 32%, yet increases
total cost by only 20%. The explanation for this is improved
fixed-cost amortization. There are always fixed costs associated with deploying a PV array. These include sales, design,
administration, management and permitting costs, in addition to the costs of acquiring an interconnection agreement
or executing a power purchase agreement. Even within a
single line item for labor, such as electrical installation,
some overhead components are relatively independent of
system size, such as travel to the site and site preparation.
To the extent that we increase system capacity, we decrease
these fixed costs on a dollars-per-watt basis. Further, if the
smaller-capacity system was already profitable, then increasing capacity results in more profit for all parties in the value
chain, including the customer, the system integrator and the
equipment vendors.
In this example, the real value of the east-west design
option is that it increases the project’s C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 2 8
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Analysis of South-Facing vs. East-West Array
Capacity (watts)

South 10°

East-West

Delta

408,000

540,000

32%

COSTS

Fixed costs ($/W)

$330,000

$330,000

0%

Marginal costs ($/W)

$669,000

$864,000

29%

Total cost ($)

$999,000

$1,194,000

20%

$2.45

$2.21

–10%

Total cost ($/W)
R E V E N UE

kWh/kWp

1,479

1,363

–8%

603,432

736,020

22%

$1,086,000

$1,325,000

22%

Project NPV

$87,000

$131,000

51%

LCOE

$0.138

$0.135

–2%

Annual kWh
Electricity NPV
PR O F IT

Table 3 This table compares array designs for a 43,000square-foot rooftop in Charlotte, NC. The east-west design
increases array capacity by 32%, which is significant because
larger systems are generally more profitable than smaller ones.
Notably, the east-west design increases total energy production
by 22%, even though it reduces specific yield by 8%.

net present value (NPV), which compares the up-front
investment costs to the present value of future revenues.
While this 51% increase in NPV is significant, the east-west
array actually has a slightly lower levelized cost of energy
(LCOE). The LCOE is lower because reduced specific yield
largely offsets the better fixed-cost amortization.

power-generating capability of the rooftop. Where this is the
case, a dual-tilt design approach is generally beneficial, since it
increases the rooftop power density and productivity in terms
of energy production per unit of area. If an array is not space
constrained, a dual-tilt design is more difficult to justify. Such
scenarios includes sites where electrical load or customer budget rather than available roof area limit array capacity.
Roof obstructions. Most dual-tilt mounting systems
require that designers add modules two at a time to limit
wind loads. This can create problems on some rooftops. If
a dual-tilt mounting system does not allow you to remove
one module at a time to accommodate a small obstruction,
then you will need to remove two modules at a time. This can
make dual-tilt mounting systems comparatively less attractive on rooftops with a significant number of obstructions
than on rooftops with few obstructions.
Site latitude. While the specific yield for dual-tilt arrays
decreases at higher latitudes, as illustrated in Table 2 (p. 24), the
same dynamic impacts south-facing arrays, albeit to a lesser
degree. Depending on the interrow spacing of your southfacing reference system, a dual-tilt array can also significantly
increase power density, which favors this design approach.
Because of these opposing dynamics, it is impossible to generalize about whether a dual-tilt design approach is always better or worse based on latitude. However, designers should bear
in mind that the results of an economic analysis vary from one
location to another, especially if the site latitudes are different.
The magnitude of variation is significant enough that site latitude can make or break a dual-tilt design. C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 3 0

Effective Deployment

SITE SELECTION
Deploying dual-tilt mounting systems effectively requires
knowing where these systems provide the most benefit and
where they present additional design or installation challenges. Space-constrained roofs, for example, are well suited
to a dual-tilt design approach. However, roofs with a large
number of obstructions may make this design approach
more challenging. Site latitude and array azimuth can also
sway design decisions.
Space-constrained roofs. At many commercial and industrial sites, the customer’s electrical loads far exceed the
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While some projects may benefit from a dual-tilt design
approach, others may not. So where and how can designers
deploy these systems most effectively? The key considerations fall into three main categories: site selection, system
design and operations.

System-level approach tenKsolar uses a matrix of series
and parallel connections in its PV modules, which allows for its
DUO system’s unique tilt and orientation (25° south/16° north).

SM
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Dual-Tilt Mounting Systems
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Figure 4 Rotating an east-west array 90°, which results in a
north-south array orientation, has little impact on annual production (–0.15%). By contrast, rotating a south-facing array
90° results in significant losses (–15% for a 10° tilt angle and
–20% for a 20° tilt).
Array azimuth. One of the interesting characteristics of
dual-tilt arrays is that their performance is relatively insensitive to changes in array azimuth. As illustrated in Figure 4,
a dual-tilt array essentially produces as much energy in an
east-west orientation as it does in a north-south orientation. Some designers have concerns about deploying dualtilt arrays on roofs that do not have a south-facing azimuth,
since a portion of the array will necessarily face in a northern direction. However, the relative performance of a dualtilt array generally improves in off-azimuth applications,
because standard fixed-tilt array production suffers. Designers do need to be aware that wind loads increase when they
design a dual-tilt array off azimuth.

SYSTEM DESIGN
After selecting an appropriate site, consider product and system design features, both mechanical and electrical.

Tilt angle. Most dual-tilt mounting systems orient PV
modules at a 10° tilt angle. Exceptions in Table 4 (p. 32) are
Mounting Systems’ Lambda Light EW+ (10° or 15°), SolarCity’s
ZS Peak solution (8°) and tenKsolar’s DUO (25° south and 16°
north). All else being equal, the performance of an east-west
array with an 8° tilt versus a 10° tilt is not significantly different. At the system level, the lower tilt angle may improve
aerodynamics and allow lower roof loading, while the higher
tilt angle may decrease soiling losses. The only real outlier in
terms of array tilt angle is the DUO product line from tenKsolar, which has significantly higher tilt angles and is designed
specifically for a north-south orientation. By using a matrix
of series and parallel connections in its modules, tenKsolar is
able to increase system shade tolerance, which allows for the
platform’s unique mechanical characteristics.
Rail-based vs. non–rail-based systems. Broadly speaking,
there are two categories of low-slope mounting systems:
rail-based and non–rail-based systems. In a rail-based system, modules mount on top of rails that run perpendicular
to the array; these rails are the roof interface and provide
some structure to the mechanical system. In a non–rail-based
system, modules mount on feet or posts; this configuration
means that the module frame provides some structure to the
mechanical system. Non–rail-based systems have cost advantages, as they minimize hardware and materials. Rail-based
systems may have structural advantages in high-wind areas.
To the extent that non–rail-based systems place more load on
the module frame, designers need to ensure that the module
is capable of withstanding this additional load.
Module-mounting points. Compared to conventional railbased mounting systems, dual-tilt products often locate
mounting points closer to the corner of the module. This is
significant because a module’s maximum permissible load
allowance may vary based on mounting point location. System designers may need to verify that modules are compatible with dual-tilt mounting systems. This verification could be
as simple as checking a website or contacting an applications
engineer, as these mounting system vendors typically maintain an approved module list.
C O N T I N U E D O N PA G E 3 2
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System type Non–
rail-based mounting
systems, like the Aerocompact+ shown here,
use feet or posts as
the roof interface rather
than a rail that extends
between module rows.
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Dual-Tilt Mounting Systems

Dual-Tilt Mounting System Vendors
Vendor
Aerocompact
Everest Solar Systems

Product line

Tilt

Rail-based

Phone

Website

Aerocompact+

10°

no

800.578.0474

aerocompact.com/us

D-Dome

10°

yes

760.301.5300

everest-solarsystems.com

Mounting Systems

Lambda Light EW+

10° or 15°

yes

855.731.9996

mounting-systems.com

Orion Solar Racking

Orion’s Belt East-West

10°

yes

310.409.4616

orionsolarracking.com

PanelClaw

Polar Bear East/West

10°

no

978.688.4900

panelclaw.com

Renusol

Renusol EW

10°

no

877.847.8919

renusolamerica.com

S:FLEX

LEICHTmount EU EW

10°

no

303.522.3974

sflex.com

ZS Peak

8°

quasi

888.765.2489

solarcity.com

SolarCity (Zep Solar)
SunPower

Helix Dual-Tilt

10°

no

800.786.7693

us.sunpower.com

tenKsolar

DUO

25°/16°

yes

925.303.7600

tenksolar.com

Table 4 This table provides an overview of the dual-tilt mounting systems in North America as of September 2015. While SolarCity does not offer the ZS Peak solution for resale, the rest of these product lines are available directly from the vendors or via
their distribution partners.
Inverter selection and array wiring. Dual-MPPT or multiMPPT 3-phase string inverters are ideal for dual-tilt applications. Because these arrays face in two different directions,
designers and installers need to ensure that the array is
wired in a way that dedicates separate MPPT channels
to these opposite array orientations. Splitting the array
between MPPT channels in this manner minimizes mismatch losses. However, it also increases design and installation complexity. For example, installers may need to use
jumpers between rows to complete source circuits without
mixing array orientations.
Inverter capacity. Because a dual-tilt array has a squatter
power curve than a south-facing array, designers can increase
the dc-to-ac ratio in these systems. This approach can reduce
installed inverter capacity by as much as 5%–10%, which
reduces total inverter costs on a dollars-per-watt basis.

OPERATIONS
After designing the system, consider whether the dual-tilt
array will present any unique challenges from a commissioning or maintenance perspective.
Commissioning. If installers mix module orientations
within the same source-circuit or MPPT zone, mismatch
losses can increase by as much as 6% or 7%. While this is
a relatively easy mistake to make on a dual-tilt array, it is
also easy to spot with an I-V curve tracer. Therefore, the
site commissioning process may call for additional I-V
curve tracing.
Access paths. Because a dual-tilt design approach
increases packing density on the roof, access pathways are
relatively narrower or less frequent. This could increase the
cost of both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance activities—such as module cleaning or replacement—throughout the project lifetime. Note that cleaning schedules are
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largely a function of array tilt and rainfall. There is no reason
to assume that cleaning requirements will change based on
orientation only.
Inventory management. Some vendors use many of the
same parts in their dual-tilt mounting systems as in their
single-tilt mounting systems, whereas others sell products
with unique parts and components.
RIDING THE WAVE
In space-constrained applications, system economics favor
low module-tilt angles and high rooftop-packing densities.
This is especially true when module prices are low, as they
have been for several years. Therefore, it behooves designers
to understand the potential benefits of dual-tilt mounting
systems. In the right applications, this design approach can
help deliver larger and more profitable arrays, which ultimately contributes to the sustained growth of the industry.
Table 4 provides an overview of mounting system vendors with dual-tilt products for low-slope roof applications
in North America. Companies such as Aerocompact, Everest,
Mounting Systems, Renusol and S:FLEX originally developed
their products in Europe, where dual-tilt mounting systems
are already fairly common. A few North American companies—including Orion Solar Racking, PanelClaw, SolarCity
(Zep Solar), SunPower and tenKsolar—also now offer dualtilt solutions. Look for more dual-tilt mounting systems in
the future as other vendors start to ride this wave.
g C O N TAC T
Paul Gibbs / Folsom Labs / San Francisco / paul.gibbs@folsomlabs.com /
folsomlabs.com
Paul Grana / Folsom Labs / San Francisco / paul.grana@folsomlabs.com /
folsomlabs.com

Every row deserves
freedom of expression
For a PV system to realize its full potential, each row needs the power to track
on its own. NEXTracker recognizes the value of independence with the new
Self-Powered Tracker (SPT), an innovative system that maximizes design
flexibility, cuts installation costs and simplifies O&M to the extreme.
Taking advantage of NEXTracker’s distributed architecture, SPT moves the
remote power source and backup power from the outer edge of the array
to self-contained units on each row. As a result, the system improves tracking
accuracy and makes it possible to individually position rows for fast, free
and easy maintenance.

4-5x faster with NEXTracker

Less efficient

• Plug and play technology with no external power wiring and no UPS backup
• Module cleaning and vegetation management 4-5x faster
• Real-time monitoring of each row for simple maintenance and long-term reliability

NEXTracker.com for more information | Twitter @NEXTracker
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L

Innovative
By Joe Schwartz

evelized cost of energy (LCOE) is
a metric used to compare the relative cost of energy produced by
various sources such as PV, natural gas or coal-fired generation

plants. At a basic level, LCOE is calculated
by dividing a project’s total cost, including
construction and operation, by the energy
generated over the project’s lifetime. As the
solar industry has grown and matured, one
objective has been to drive down PV project
LCOE and compete head-to-head with conventional power generation sources—and
to do so in the eventual absence of federal,
state and utility financial subsidies.
A range of factors impact PV project LCOE, including costs
such as customer acquisition, site analysis, system engineering,
and equipment procurement and installation; financial variables such as capital cost, taxes, insurance and incentives; and
a project’s actual energy production. One of my main objectives
at this year’s Solar Power International (SPI) conference was to
conduct interviews with industry stakeholders to explore how
they are tackling LCOE, especially considering the uncertainty
surrounding the future of the investment tax credit (ITC) in
2017 and beyond.
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to Lowering

A wealth of examples of innovative equipment, systems
and services developed with LCOE in mind were present at SPI
in Anaheim, CA. For this article, I dive into forward-looking
solutions from three vendors throughout the supply chain that
represent some of the efforts under way—and some of the
opportunities—to lower the LCOE of future PV installations.

Solutions

PV Project LCOE

1

SOLAREDGE TECHNOLOGIES
Power electronics is one segment of the solar industry exemplifying the innovation that is under way to
minimize project LCOE while increasing the reliability, functionality, serviceability and visibility provided
by modern PV power electronics. Examples include the

Co u r t e s y N EX Tr a ck e r

recent proliferation of transformerless residential string
inverters with multiple MPP trackers, high-power 3-phase
string inverters developed for deployment in commercial
and industrial rooftop systems, and integrated multimegawatt centralized power-conversion solutions for
utility-scale PV plants.
SolarEdge Technologies’ products exemplify some of the
advancements solar power electronics vendors are bringing
to the table. The string inverter, module-level power optimization, and communications and monitoring provider had a
successful IPO in 2015. SolarEdge is leveraging its increased
resources and bankability to expand the functionality of its
existing line of single- and 3-phase string inverters and related
MLPE components, to develop a Tesla-compatible solution
for energy storage applications and to launch a new inverter
topology branded HD Wave. I had the opportunity to sit down
with SolarEdge founder Lior Handelsman, now VP of marketing and product strategy, to discuss some of these developments and the company’s overall approach to reducing PV
system LCOE.
SP: How does SolarEdge approach LCOE during component design?
LH: Everything in our system was originally designed for
LCOE. You know that with SolarEdge you can build very long
strings. People have been talking for years about the benefits
of a 1,500 V inverter. Why do you want a 1,500 V inverter?
Because the strings will be longer and the cost of cable and
combiner boxes will be lower.
What we give you now—at less than 1,000 V—is the equivalent in string length of 2,500 V. You can put 60 modules on
one string because of the SolarEdge optimizer architecture. I
just met with a customer who recently designed a commercial
system with a competitor’s inverter that required 44,000 feet
of cable. With SolarEdge equipment, he was able to do it with
7,000 feet. That’s because of the very long strings. With our
33 kW inverter, you can wire three strings into the inverter
without a combiner box. That advantage is bigger in
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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commercial applications than
“The HD Wave topology is to inverters what flat-screen our monitoring that allows you
to do a commissioning report
it is in residential. So that’s one
technology is to television. We found a way to take
when you are not on-site. The
part of LCOE.
software monitors the system
Another part of LCOE that
the heavy components out and make electronics the
at the module level and calis stronger in residential than
dominating force in inverter performance and cost.”
culates actual yield compared
it is in commercial is that you
to predicted yield using an
can almost always put more
—Lior Handelsman, SolarEdge
installed irradiance meter. You
modules on the roof. That
do this from your office.
essentially means that your
average cost of customer acquisition goes down. Say in 10%
of the cases at least—probably closer to 25%—you want to SP: When will this remote commissioning and perforput in a bigger system, but the roof doesn’t allow it. With mance verification functionality be available?
LH: That functionality is now in beta and will be fully
SolarEdge, you can usually install at least one or two more
modules and sell a bigger system. For residential installers, rolled out by the end of the year. Because the inverter already
this means that the average cost of customer acquisition sees the irradiance meter, we can give you actual production
compared to expected production per string or per inverter
goes down. So that’s another feature.
Then we have the cost of O&M. Many customers do not or per system, assuming that when you built the system you
know how to account for that, but the ones who do know installed sensors and you gave the server all the information,
are aware that module-level monitoring gives you the abil- such as the type and size of the modules and their orientation.
ity to reduce O&M costs. We are now adding a feature to If so, we can do a free commissioning report for you when
you’re off-site. We can do a monthly automatic report and
show you degradation. So all of these things eventually are
worth money. Commercial customers and large fleet operators know how much O&M costs them. They see the gain.
Whenever you need to comply with rapid shutdown requirements, it’s usually an added cost. With SolarEdge technology,
rapid shutdown is built into the product. This helps level the
playing field in terms of cost compared to lower-cost inverters
that don’t have this function. So everything we sell is designed
to reduce LCOE. Our products are not necessarily the cheapest on the market. We try to be price competitive—but value
wise, that’s what we sell. We sell value, lower maintenance, less
cabling and better LCOE.

HD Wave SolarEdge’s new inverter topology, HD Wave, is
based on MOSFETs rather than IGBTs. This shift results in
a significant reduction in magnetics and heat dissipation
requirements, and eliminates electrolytic capacitors. As a
result, SolarEdge’s HD Wave inverters will weigh less than
half what its current models do.
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SP: How do you expect the recently announced HD Wave
inverter to play into SolarEdge’s overall LCOE strategy?
LH: HD Wave is a brand-new topology. There’s a very nice
analogy between inverters and televisions. The rate of evolution of televisions from the 1930s until 2000 was very similar to the rate of evolution of inverters today. The tube was
weighing television technology down. A huge part of the volume, a huge part of the weight, a huge determinator of performance and a huge part of the cost of a TV was the tube.
The massive glass tube inside—produced by manual manufacturing and from expensive material—made the product
heavy. You couldn’t manufacture a 100-inch TV because the
weight would be overwhelming; and you couldn’t lower the
cost in the way you wanted because the glass in the tube was
weighing the evolution down.
Around 2000, people invented flat-screen technology. TVs
went bigger, better and eventually cheaper. The HD Wave
topology is to inverters what flat-screen C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 3 8
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technology is to television. We found a way to take the heavy
components out and make electronics the dominating force
in inverter performance and cost.
SP: Can you run through the topology of HD Wave and
explain how it differs from SolarEdge’s current technology?
LH: All inverters you find here today use IGBTs,
insulated-gate bipolar transistors. These are designed for
high voltage, but their switching frequency is limited. You
cannot switch them very fast because you start to get very
high losses. Their efficiency is not bad, but it is limited.
When an IGBT is open, you still have something like a 1 V
drop over 20 A. That’s 20 W that you lose in one IGBT when
it’s on.
Some companies have tried to find new materials for
IGBTs such as silicon carbide or gallium nitride—all these
exotic materials. Today, they are still that: exotic. They
are expensive, and they usually come from a single source,
which can be problematic. But you can switch them much
faster and make everything smaller, or you can switch
them at the same speed and make the inverter slightly
more efficient.
Instead of using IGBTs, or silicon carbide, we found
a way to stack low-voltage MOSFETs [metal-oxide–
semiconductor field-effect transistors]. We drive them
with a very sophisticated algorithm so they behave like
high-voltage IGBTs. We realized that when you use lowvoltage MOSFETs, not IGBTs, to do multileveling, you lose
about 20 mV when they’re on instead of 1 V—so efficiency
spiked. We also realized that low-voltage MOSFETs can
be switched much faster, so instead of tens of kHz, we can
switch them at hundreds of kHz. That shrinks down all the
magnetics and gets rid of the capacitors. The MOSFETs
we use in HD Wave are the same MOSFETs we have in our
optimizers. We buy millions of them every quarter. We
know how reliable they are.
SP: What is the current availability projection for the HD
Wave units?
LH: The first shipment for the single-phase product is
going to start this December, and we will gradually ramp up.
It’s going to take time. I believe that through next year, we will
still be shipping both inverters. Eventually, everything will go
to HD Wave. By the end of 2016 or beginning of 2017, we’re
also going to launch HD Wave for 3-phase inverters.
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SP: Considering what a departure the HD Wave topology
is from SolarEdge’s current products, how do you feel
about reliability?
LH: First of all, the HD Wave inverter doesn’t have electrolytic capacitors, which is a big issue for inverter reliability—so it’s a reliability boost. HD Wave dissipates only
half the heat. That’s a reliability boost. And we’re using the
same MOSFETs that we have in our optimizers. SolarEdge
manufactures between 1 million and 1.5 million optimizers
a quarter. Every optimizer has five or six MOSFETs. We are
already shipping millions of these MOSFETs to the market
today, so we know these are reliable parts. I believe the HD
Wave is more reliable than our current technology, but we
still need to prove that. Life is always more complex than you
think, but we’ve done other complex things. This new topology will help inverters evolve.

2

NEXTRACKER
According to IHS, the global market for solar trackers
increased by more than 60% in 2014. The solar market analyst forecasts that tracked systems will represent close to
20% of PV installations in 2015. For the majority of utilityscale PV plants, projects that utilize single-axis horizontal
trackers have a lower LCOE than ones with fixed racking
systems, even though the up-front costs of tracked systems
are somewhat higher. Both an increase in annual generation
and increased production during higher-value on-peak rate
periods in the morning and evening influence the LCOE of
tracked arrays.
Founded in 2013 by Dan Shugar, former president of
PowerLight and of SunPower, NEXTracker launched its firstgeneration Self-Powered Tracker (SPT) in 2014. The tracker’s
decentralized design has a tracking range of up to 120° (±60°)

Co u r t e s y N E X Tr ac ke r

“Life is always more complex than you think, but we’ve
done other complex things. This new topology will help
inverters evolve.”
—Lior Handelsman, SolarEdge

Self powered NEXTracker’s Self-Powered Tracker (SPT)
utilizes a dc motor, PV module and PWM controller to track
individual rows of up to 80 modules. A ZigBee wireless mesh
network eliminates control-wiring requirements.

and independently drives up to 80 modules per row using a
single low-power 24 Vdc motor and slew gear. In an effort to
drive down LCOE, NEXTracker minimized steel and foundation requirements and eliminated the need to run ac power
for tracking and control wiring throughout the array field.
In addition, the design’s independent row architecture can
minimize grading requirements and improve space utilization of nonrectilinear project sites.
Purchased by Flex (formerly Flextronics) in 2015,
NEXTracker recently announced projects with renewable
energy development company SunEdison. I sat down with
Alex Au, NEXTracker chief technology officer, to get his perspective on the evolution of single-axis trackers and their
impact on PV project LCOE.

“We balanced the tracker by centering the mass with the
center of rotation. We can literally drive the tracker and 80
modules with a cell phone battery.”
—Alex Au, NEXTracker
SP: The design of the NEXTracker product is a departure
from other single-axis tracking systems. I’d be interested to
hear your perspective on the development of the product.
AA: The genesis really was that we started off supporting the Solaria low-concentration module. At 75 pounds,
it was heavier than a typical module, and that mass was
a really big issue. We also wanted to go with 80 modules, which is four strings. So we balanced the tracker by
centering the mass with the center of rotation. We can literally
drive the tracker and 80 modules with a cell phone battery.
We replaced the standard 4-by-4-inch square torque tube
with a 5-inch round torque tube, but it’s exactly the same
number of pounds per linear foot. Thus we have a larger profile that has a more efficient shape in terms of torque and is
more than 30% stronger. You want to put something flat on a
flat surface, but we cracked that nut because we’ve indexed
the top of the torque tube so we know exactly where the
panel rails are going to line up. Another thing we’ve done differently is that we moved away from plastic bushings. We’ve
gone with steel bushings that allow us to have a bond path
that goes from the module down to the pier. You don’t need
special braided ground straps.
One of our initiatives was to eliminate the requirement for
a driveline. Designing the tracker was a really fun project. I
wanted to make sure that everything we were doing was an
improvement. We have a philosophy that whatever we do, it
has to be better and more cost-effective compared to existing
designs. I don’t want to put my team in a position where I have
to say, “Hey, can you upsell this feature?”
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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thing that goes down
is the control system.
For our system, we can
literally drive a slewgear foundation, put a
slew gear on it and one
torque tube adapter,
and put all the controllers on—you can commission an entire field
of trackers that don’t
even have solar panels installed. You don’t
need to run ac to it
anymore. It has its own
solar panel with builtin battery backup.
We brought so many
things together.
SP: How did you
approach the design
with minimized O&M
Unlinked The independent row design of NEXTracker’s single-axis trackers eliminates the driveline
costs in mind?
between rows. The design approach can facilitate maintenance tasks such as array cleaning and
AA: Again, we don’t
vegetation control and allow for full utilization of nonrectilinear sites.
have a driveline. We’ve
reset all that, and the
layouts
have
completely
changed.
There’s
a ZigBee wireless
The self-powered controller offers row-level resolution. We
phone
system,
so
you
can
signal
the
tracker
to go into wash
never had that before. The controller has pulse-width modumode.
Instead
of
a
linked
system
where
all
the
trackers are
lation, which is a very efficient way to drive motors. It ramps
forced
to
go
in
the
same
direction,
we
can
have
the
trackers
up the current to what the tracker needs. If you need to move
face
each
other.
Because
you’re
now
cleaning
two
rows
at the
one degree, it’ll give you as much current as you need to get
same
time,
and
you’re
not
going
in
and
backing
out,
that’s
there. It’s a soft start and stop, versus other trackers where you
more
than
four
times
faster.
On
the
O&M
side,
guys
really
can hear the contactors click and there’s a huge inrush. In that
case, it’s more difficult to control what the tracker is doing. love it.
With pulse-width modulation, you can set the limit at 2 A, for
example, and if something gets in there, if there’s a blockage,
it stops, and you get an alarm. It doesn’t just keep going until
“We’re very serious when we say we want to continue to
something breaks.
SP: How does NEXTracker’s independent row design
impact site utilization and array installation?
AA: We typically offer the option of designing longer
rows, and because there’s no driveline, you can place the
tracker literally anywhere. We’ve actually changed how
people design array fields. Before, they would orient the
access roads east-west because you couldn’t get through the
driveline. Now, with NEXTracker, they’re just spacing the
trackers a little bit further apart, and the access roads run
north-south.
Milestones typically drive EPC firms. When you throw
up some glass, that’s a milestone, and you get paid. The last
40
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drive costs down and present a solar solution that stands
on its own merit. We’re really on track for that.”
—Alex Au, NEXTracker

SP: What is the O&M impact from the decentralized
design—independent rows, motors and controllers?
AA: The resolution is so much better. If something goes
down, it’s not half a MW; it’s 24 kW. Each self-powered tracker
is stand-alone. You put it on, and it works on its own. All the
programming is in it. If the current profile changes over time
and it starts to get higher, you get an alert. You can say, “Okay,
we may have something going on over C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 4 2

PERFECT MATCH

The Magnum Energy MMP Panel System and the PT-100 Charge Controller
from Sensata Technologies are perfectly matched to help you get the
most out of your PV array while optimally charging your batteries.
Off-grid living has never been so convenient.

PT-100 Charge Controller

The PT-100 is a MPPT Charge Controller designed
to maximize energy harvest from your PV array
and improve battery life. Optimally charging batteries,
providing electronic protection, and extinguishing
series arcs with an integrated PV arc-fault circuit
interrupter, the power you’ll see is smooth.
The PT-100 supports a PV array of up to 6600 watts
with continuous charging current of 100 ADC and a
high input voltage of up to 240 VDC (Voc).
Compatible with 12, 24, or 48 volt systems, the
PT-100 works as an add in to your battery backup
system and is designed to work with a Magnum
Panel (MP) or Mini-Magnum Panel (MMP).

MMP Panel System
The Magnum Energy MMP system from
Sensata Technologies is an inclusive,
easy-to-install panel designed to work
with one Magnum Energy MS-PAE, MS, RD
or other inverter/charger. The MMP has
a small footprint, is prewired for fast
installation, and saves on labor costs with
its easy access design.
To learn more about Magnum Energy
products from Sensata, visit
www.magnum-dimensions.com

The World Depends on Sensors and Controls

Reducing PV Project LCOE

in this row. Let’s go check it out.” You get in front of a lot of
issues. You’re just much more aware of what’s going on.
SP: Do you think that the first cost of the NEXTracker
system is disruptive?
AA: Absolutely. We’re very serious when we say we want
to continue to drive costs down and present a solar solution
that stands on its own merit. I don’t want the ITC to go away,
but I do want to be in a position where we’ve driven down
our costs and we’re so efficient that we don’t need it. We’re
really on track for that.

3

SP: We’ve been looking forward to
getting the details on Helix. What
were the high-level goals and
approach to its design?
MM: We took a unique design
approach when we addressed Helix.
We zoomed out: Rather than designing a component, we designed the
complete system as the product.
We’ve actually created a complete
platform of solutions. The idea is
that whatever application type customers may have on their sites, we’re
able to address it with a fully engineered solution. Each Helix solution
42

is based on SunPower modules. We build it up to a system
that includes all the BOS components, and then we layer on
our software and energy analytics.
There are many examples of industries that have removed
customization and replaced it with configurability. Henry Ford
is obviously the greatest example of that. Nissan’s approach is
another example: They create modules and design all of their
cars off these base modules. Effectively, what we did was look
at the problems we had, which were lots of field customizations and resulting inefficiencies. We replaced those with a
standard product that has enabled us to drive down our BOS
costs considerably.
What we did not want to do was limit your ability to
meet your customer’s specific energy needs, by focusing on
standardization. So we created a product built on modules
that you can piece together with varying dc sizes and varying ac sizes, but one that leverages a kind of common architectural ethos.
SP: What are the system components for the Helix product for commercial rooftops?
MM: You have the Helix Roof dual-tilt and single-tilt
mounting system, which is configurable. Another important

Co u r t es y S u n P o we r

SUNPOWER
A noticeable trend at SPI 2015, and at this year’s Intersolar
North America conference as well, was a growing industrywide awareness that standardization is one of the best opportunities to drive down PV project LCOE. While this concept
certainly is not new, there were numerous indications that
the industry is reaching a scale that makes higher degrees of
standardization possible. Matt Mayberry, SunPower’s product manager for commercial solutions, introduced me to a
great example of the progress being made in terms of standardization: his company’s new Helix system.
In addition to manufacturing high-efficiency modules,
SunPower has a long history of developing standardized,
system-level approaches to increase the efficiency of its product deployment. For example, its Oasis Power Plant product
is based on configurable 1.5 MW blocks that include modules,
a tracker, an inverter, and all BOS and control equipment.
Customers can install the replicable blocks over and over again
until the project reaches its capacity.
With the introduction of its Helix system, SunPower intends to bring a similar approach and a standardized but
configurable solution to commercial
and industrial projects, including roof,
tracker and carport applications.

“We took a unique design approach when we addressed Helix.
We zoomed out: Rather than designing a component, we
designed the complete system as the product.”
—Matt Mayberry, SunPower

Plug and play SunPower’s innovative cabling system for the Helix platform offers
significant component and labor savings. Manufactured multiconductor cables
eliminate time-consuming field wiring on the dc side between the source circuits and
inverters, the ac side between the inverters and ac combiner, and system communications wiring.
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piece is the cable management system. SunPower fully
designed the cable management components so that they
are specifically crafted to work with the Helix solution. This
is the case for roof, tracker and carport applications. Some
are uniquely designed for rooftops—for example, the cable
cone and the cable tray, which are specifically designed for
the roof system. The cable clips work on both the tracker and
the roof product.
Another element of the Helix system is the power station. This is fully productized, so the dimensions between
the components are specifically established. Any single station can be as few as two inverters or as many as four. If you
are utilizing a 24 kW inverter, for instance, you could have
nominally 100 kW of ac in one power station. If you are using
12 kW inverters, you can have as few as 24 kW on a single
power station.
SP: How do the Helix dual-tilt mount and single-tilt
mount impact project LCOE?
MM: Because we have the dual-tilt version and the singletilt version of the Helix roof product, you’re able to tailor your
system to your customer’s energy needs. You can actually use
these two solutions to target a customer’s specific financial
metrics. A customer who values NPV [net present value] would

benefit from the dual-tilt solution because, typically, the more
kilowatt-hours you can get on the roof the better. With the dualtilt, you’re going to be able to get the most kilowatt-hours and
drive that NPV value for the customer.
The single-tilt solution is called for where you really
want to optimize the energy output per module. It’s ideal for
unconstrained roofs, or maybe that great situation where
you have just enough space to meet the customer’s energy
needs. Similarly, the single-tilt version is best for customers
who value IRR [internal rate of return]. If you’re targeting a
customer who wants you to hit a specific hurdle on IRR, go
with the single-tilt.

“The Helix cabling system reduces the electrical installation
of a string inverter from 30–45 minutes to 20 seconds.”
—Matt Mayberry, SunPower
SP: Can you run through the cabling approaches on the
dc and ac side of the Helix rooftop system?
MM: By looking at the system holistically, we were able
to leverage system architecture to either significantly reduce

Measure and Maximize your
O&M is critical to the ROI of your
PV projects, and so is your
choice of curve tracer
Choose the Solmetric PV Analyzer:
• Highest accuracy and throughput
• Largest display with best array
troubleshooting features
• Database of 50,000 PV modules
• 1000V, 20A and 30A models
• 300ft wireless sensor range
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BOS component costs or eliminate components altogether.
A great example is the dc branch connector. By placing the inverters within 6 feet
of the ac combiner, which has a load-break–
rated disconnect for that ac circuit, we are
able to eliminate the need for a specific
load-break–rated dc disconnect. When
you disconnect the ac, the inverter is no
longer under load, and you can open the dc.
With this creative architecture, we were able
to remove the need for a load-break–rated
dc disconnect.
We do have in-line fusing, but, assuming
that you have designed the system appropriately, the occurrence of a string fuse blowing
is rare. I asked our O&M guys about the last
time they changed a string fuse, and none of Fully engineered SunPower’s Helix product platform includes pre-engineered
them could remember doing that. We saw solutions for commercial and industrial PV projects including rooftop, tracker
that embedding string fuses into the branch and carport systems. The company’s goal is to drive down LCOE by replacing
connector does not cause a field quality issue customization with configurability.
down the road.
The ac combiner is another great example of utilizing SP: What is the targeted availability for the Helix platarchitecture to eliminate components. The SunPower ac form? Do you have any closing thoughts?
combiner has load-break–rated circuit breakers. Locating
MM: We’ll have roof, ground and tracker products availthe ac combiner in close proximity to the panelboard elimi- able in Q1 of 2016. You mentioned LCOE. I want to articunates the need for a dedicated ac disconnect. The ac whip late that the ethos of Helix is the power of one. The idea is
also allows us to remove components. It’s a UV-resistant, that installers need to rely on only one supplier for all their
multiconductor cable that doesn’t need conduit. Also, it commercial applications. SunPower has a rooftop product, a
eliminates the field wiring steps associated with the ac side carport product and a tracker product all embedded in the
of the system. We’ve completely eliminated the need for field Helix solution.
wiring of the inverter, and we’ve completely eliminated the
In addition, once integrators become familiar with the
need for field wiring of the ac combiner.
Helix architecture, they have a consistent design and a conI visited installer sites to watch workers install SMA sistent installation base for all of their projects. From an
Tripower inverters, which we use in the Helix system. It took LCOE perspective, all their O&M crew are trained on this
roughly 30–45 minutes to electrically install them. In the homogeneous type of system approach. If they know how
case of a 500 kW system, there are 15 inverters on the roof. to service an inverter on a roof project, it’s the same on a
It’s not a scalable solution. The Helix cabling system reduces tracker. If they know how to deal with the cable management
the electrical installation of the string inverter from 30–45 components on a carport project, it’s the same on the roof.
minutes to 20 seconds.
We’ve done all these great things for quality and reliability, and we’ve also significantly improved operational
SP: You mentioned software and analytics. Can you give us efficiency by standardizing across the entire platform. You
a high-level overview of this aspect of the Helix solution?
end up with improved operational efficiency. Installers, their
MM: SunPower believes in not only a holistic system designers, their construction crews and their O&M crews
design, but also a holistic energy approach. EnergyLink is a can all operate at a much faster cadence because of their
key component of our Helix offering, and that’s because it familiarity with the entire platform.
addresses two primary customer issues: first, for many customers, PV is only a small piece of their larger energy objecg C O N TAC T
tives; second, they may occupy multiple sites. The Helix
Joe Schwartz / SolarPro / Ashland, OR /
system includes EnergyLink so that customers can interact
joe.schwartz@solarprofessional.com / solarprofessional.com
with their systems, make intelligent choices and manage
their primary cost drivers.
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Visit seawardsolar.com/solarpro

The all-in-one
PV test solution
Save yourself up to 40 minutes with the PV150, the only all-in-one PV
tester in the world. As a result, it’s lightning fast (Riso, Voc and Isc tests
in 5 minutes), intuitive, reassuringly safe when connected to live PV
systems and provides complete test traceability.
Performs the following tests:
4
4
4
4

Visit www.seawardsolar.com/solarpro
or call 813-886-2775

Ground Continuity
Open Circuit Voltage (Voc)
Short Circuit Current (Isc)
Polarity

4 Insulation Test (IRT)
4 Real Time Irradiance
4 Panel & Ambient
Temperature
Temperature

The
Heat
Is
Fault Detection and Fire
By Bill Brooks, PE

Could PV-involved
fires dampen a
hot solar market?

On the evening of June 19, 2015,
a KOB 4 Eyewitness News anchor in
an Albuquerque, New Mexico, studio teased a developing story with a
video montage running behind his
back. “This video shows smoke pouring from the roof of a community
center,” he explained, as the footage
cross-faded from fire engines with flashing lights to firefighters hosing down the roof of a broad building from an aerial
ladder. Before the video cut to helicopter footage showing a
smoldering and blackened roof, the anchor intoned: “Tonight
a fire there is blamed on solar panels.”
One bad news report like this can counterbalance a
hundred positive stories. News of the Solyndra bankruptcy,
after all, made more of an impression on the public than two
decades’ worth of sustained solar market growth and job
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creation. For the solar industry to
continue to enjoy broad public and
political support, we must do everything in our power to eliminate fires
in PV systems.
In this article, I provide a brief
history of PV-involved fires, exploring both their causes and effects. I
describe specific design and installation practices that can
help prevent PV-initiated fires by minimizing ground faults and
series arc faults. I summarize efforts to improve fault detection in fielded PV systems with new codes and standards, and
provide troubleshooting tips for identifying and remedying
detected faults. Lastly, I consider some actions integrators and
asset managers can take to limit liability and financial exposure
associated with possible future fires in legacy PV systems that
are not built to the latest codes and standards.

Brief History of PV-Involved Fires
Though fires involving PV systems are very rare, they
occur on a continual basis. In April 2009, for example, a
fire began with a PV array on the roof of a big box store in
Bakersfield, California. When I subsequently analyzed this
fire in SolarPro, I foresaw that the same type of event could
happen again unless the industry changed the ground-fault
detectors used in these systems. (See “The Bakersfield Fire: A
Lesson in Ground-Fault Protection,” February/March 2011.)
Approximately 2 years later, in April 2011, a fire originating
within an array on the roof of a manufacturing facility in
Mount Holly, North Carolina, damaged 20 PV modules, two
combiner boxes and portions of the roof.
In May 2013, a PV-involved fire occurred at the headquarters of a dairy co-op in La Forge, Wisconsin, causing roughly
$12 million in damages. The local fire department classified

12 N e ws

6abc Action News

se Prevention
On:

the cause as undetermined. However, a fire investigator for
the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) wrote an
article (see Resources) contending that the site’s green building technologies and construction materials—including the
PV array on the roof and recycled cotton-based insulation in
the wall cavities—contributed to the spread of the fire and
presented safety issues for firefighters.
Perhaps the most publicized PV-involved fire occurred
in September 2013 at a 300,000-square-foot food warehouse
in Delanco, New Jersey. While the origin of this fire is still
under investigation, the fire was linked closely with the PV
system. Media outlets reported that firefighters did not fight
the blaze more aggressively because they were afraid that
the PV system would injure them.

6abc Action News “With all that power and that energy
up there, I can’t jeopardize a guy’s life for that.”—Ron Holt,
chief at Delanco Fire Department
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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While the community center in
Albuquerque is perhaps the most recent
PV-involved fire to make the news, a
similar event occurred in May 2015 on
the roof of a large industrial facility in
Mesa, Arizona. Though investigators
are still determining their causes, it is
likely that both were PV-initiated fires.
Further, both resulted in severe damage, with the Mesa fire creating millions of dollars of fire loss.
Causes. Until recently, the manner
in which PV systems started fires was
subject to speculation and hypothesis. Now, however, after dozens of
examples of PV-initiated fires in fielded
systems, there is general consensus
regarding the primary causes. We can
categorize the vast majority of fires
originating within PV arrays as either Blind spot fire Ground-fault detection blind spot fires are characterized by two
ground-fault detection blind spot fires sources of ignition, often in completely different sections of the array. In the case of
on the one hand or series arc-fault fires the Bakersfield fire, shown here, a latent ground fault in a PV source circuit started
on the other.
within the array when a conduit joint failed some 200 feet away (inset), cutting
The Bakersfield and Mount Holly through the insulation on a PV output-circuit conductor.
fires, for instance, are examples of fires
caused by a blind spot in a ground-fault
detection system. While ground-fault detection blind spot
The Delanco fire, meanwhile, is infamous because the
fires are unique to certain PV systems, fires caused by arc fire losses may exceed $100,000,000, making it the largest
faults are not. An arcing fault can insured loss worldwide related to a building with a PV syscause a fire in a dc circuit even more tem. As a result of this fire, insurance companies have begun
The Delanco
easily than it can in an ac circuit. to more systematically scrutinize the underwriting of PV
Common causes of series arc faults systems and the buildings on which they are mounted.
fire is infamous
in PV circuits are loose or separated
because the
connections in modules, connecfire losses
tors or combiner boxes.
may exceed
Effects. Both the Bakersfield and
$100,000,000,
Mount Holly fires received a lot of The fundamental basis for preventing fires within PV systems
making it the
attention from solar industry stake- is basic attention to detail when terminating conductors and
holders. The Solar America Board for managing cables. However, these measures alone are not
largest insured
Codes and Standards (Solar ABCs), sufficient to prevent PV-initiated fires. To better understand
loss worldwide
for example, launched an investiga- what we should or should not do, it would be ideal if we could
related to a
tion to determine and mitigate the analyze specific fire incidents related to PV systems over the
building with a
cause of these well-publicized fires. last decade. Unfortunately, the origins of most PV fires remain
PV system.
Between January 2012 and June shrouded behind a curtain of nondisclosure agreements.
2013, the Solar ABCs published mul- Several themes, however, have emerged from fire investigatiple reports based on its research tions that we can use to help prevent PV fires.
and findings (see Resources). Recent changes to codes and
standards, which I address in detail later, have closed the REDUCING GROUND FAULTS
ground-fault detection blind spot and added series arc-fault The following are some key design and installation tips—
protection requirements for PV systems. However, hundreds largely intended to minimize opportunities for conducof thousands of PV systems are deployed in the US with older- tor damage—that will reduce the occurrence of PV system
C O N T I N U E D O N PA G E 5 0
style ground-fault detectors and no arc-fault detectors.
ground faults.

Prevention
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Fire Prevention

P Use shorter circuit lengths. Both copper

and aluminum conductors expand and contract at different rates than steel raceways.
Long-distance circuit runs magnify this difference and can cause significant problems at
turns and terminations.
P Avoid conduit bodies for 90° turns.

Where possible, use alternatives to LB-, LLor LR-type conduit bodies for making turns
in conduit. When coupled with dissimilar
expansion and contraction rates, the tight
turns associated with these fittings are a common cause of conductor damage.

The simple rule
is to never mate
connectors
from different
manufacturers,
as this eliminates
connector mixing
as a potential
contributing
cause to a fire.

P Avoid the need for expansion fittings. Whenever cir-

cuit runs exceed a distance of 100 feet, consider using cable
tray rather than conduit to eliminate the need for expansion fittings.
P Use aluminum for large circuits. To eliminate dissimi-

lar expansion rates, use aluminum cable trays or raceways
with aluminum conductors, which are also much lighter and
cheaper than copper.

P Terminate aluminum with care. Extra attention is war-

ranted when terminating aluminum to ensure quality, longlasting circuits. Verify that the terminals are rated for use with
aluminum conductors and use antioxidant on all terminations.
REDUCING ARC FAULTS
The following are some key design and installation tips—
largely intended to ensure high-quality electrical connections—that will reduce the occurrence of series arc faults in
PV system circuits.

out of connector fittings are a common cause
of arc faults.
P Use connectors from the same manufacturer. There is no connector standard for
interoperability. Though manufacturers of MC4style connectors often claim that their connectors are compatible with Multi-Contact’s MC4
connectors, it is unclear whether these companies—even those that are quite large—will
back up the contractor in the event of an arcfault fire. The simple rule, therefore, is to never
mate connectors from different manufacturers,
as this eliminates connector mixing as a potential contributing cause to a fire.

P Do not strain junction box conductors. Fires have resulted

from strain at module terminations compromising the electrical connection to the module. Conductor thermal cycling can
exacerbate the tension on the terminations and increase the
stress at these connections. This is particularly problematic
for homeruns to combiner boxes, as longer conductor lengths
increase the probability of cable tensioning strain.
P Torque, retorque and mark terminations. Terminations

can loosen over time due to thermal cycling, vibrations and
High-resistance connection Connectors that are improperly
engaged or assembled can cause arc faults. In this case, the
crimp connector was not fully seated within the plastic housing. Though the connection may not have started to arc, it
generated enough heat to melt the connector housing.

P Engage both clips on connectors. Engaging only a single

safety-locking clip on an MC4 or MC4-style connector dramatically increases the likelihood of the connection coming apart.

P Assemble connectors per manufacturer’s instructions. Follow the connector manufacturer’s assembly
instructions when preparing and assembling connectors
in the field. Use the manufacturer-specified crimp tool and
ensure that it is set appropriately for the conductor gauge
and type.

nectors, perform a pull test of about 30 pounds. The connectors should never yield to this amount of pull tension. This
test can verify the mechanical integrity of both field- and
factory-assembled crimp connections. Conductors slipping
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P Check the connector assembly. After assembling con-

opportunity to start a fire is
therefore a top priority for
the stakeholders involved
in the process of developing codes and standards
pertaining to PV systems.
These efforts involve both
electrical and building
codes, as well as product
safety standards.

C ou r te sy L a C r osse Tr ibu n e

Electrical code requirements. The National Electri-

cal Code is the most logical
place to address arc-fault
and ground-fault detection, the two main causes of
PV-originated fires. To this
end, the Code-making panel
responsible for Article 690
added dc arc-fault protection requirements in Section
Perfect storm? “The incident commander ordered firefighters to stay off the roof due to the
690.11 as part of the 2011
presence of the energized PV arrays and the unknown condition of the wood truss support
cycle of revisions. As pubsystem beneath.”—Robert Duval, senior fire investigator for NFPA
lished in NEC 2011, 690.11
applies to PV systems with
dc circuits “on or penetratother strand movement. To minimize loose terminations in ing a building.” NEC 2014 effectively expands these requireconductors smaller than 250-kcmil, torque the connection ments to all PV systems operating above 80 Vdc. As part of
to the specified value and then move the conductor two or the 2014 revision cycle, the Code-making panel also added
three inches side to side a few times. Moving the conduc- enhanced ground-fault detection requirements to Section
tor in this manner while it is under stress can reposition the 690.5. Specifically, 690.5(A)(1) requires ground-fault detecstrands so that the conductor better fills the terminal cavity. tors capable of detecting a ground fault in “intentionally
Afterward, retorque the connection to the proper value and grounded conductors.”
Without dc arc-fault detectors, an event that might hapmark the terminal with a permanent marker.
pen one time out of every 10,000—such as a module failure,
P Avoid using fine-stranded conductors. Whenever pos- a loose connector or an inadequate termination—can lead to
sible, use standard Class B rather than fine-stranded con- an arcing fault. If that arc fault occurs in the presence of fuel,
ductors and cables. Where fine-stranded conductors are it has the potential to start a fire. If that fire becomes selfrequired, never assume that a terminal is rated for these propagating, it will stop only when it is suppressed or runs
conductors without referring to supporting documentation. out of fuel. In a worst-case scenario, “running out of fuel” may
Few larger-diameter pressure terminals are listed and rated mean that the fire has completely destroyed the building.
for use with fine-stranded conductors. The weight of a large,
Without highly sensitive ground-fault detectors, an overheavy conductor alone can cause an improper connection looked pinched wire can
to work loose over time. Do not use flexible, fine-stranded become a latent ground fault
cables with setscrew-type terminals or lugs.
that goes undetected. In the
Managing or limiting
event that another ground fault
fuel in proximity
occurs elsewhere in the systo a PV system is
tem, current can now flow in
No one ever builds a PV system expecting it to catch fire. the equipment-grounding sysa key—and often
However, PV-involved fires can and do occur, even when tem and grounded metal comoverlooked—safety
everyone involved observes the best design, installation and ponents. These inadvertent
consideration.
maintenance practices. Detecting faults before they have an current-carrying connections

Detection
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can get extremely hot and often progress into an arcing
fault to ground, as was the case with the Bakersfield and
Mount Holly fires. Once again, fuel availability can dictate
the extent of these fires in the absence of fire suppression.
Building code requirements. Managing or limiting fuel
in proximity to a PV system is a key—and often overlooked—safety consideration. However, the results of 5
years of PV fire performance testing have shown that roof
fire performance ratings are also extremely important.
A wood shake roof, for instance, presents many
PV installation challenges: Installation activities easily damage the roofing system, the roof penetrations
are difficult to waterproof, and the roofing material
is highly flammable. This all adds up to a highly unfavorable roof condition for a PV installation. If an arc Fire classification The 2012 editions of the building code require
occurs within a PV array on a shake roof and that that PV systems carry a fire classification that meets or exceeds
arc is cable of generating enough energy to start a fire, that of the roof assembly. This requires mounting systems evaluthe results could be catastrophic. It would be ill advised, ated and certified to UL 2703.
therefore, to install a PV system without advanced
ground-fault and arc-fault protection on a shake roof. Given installation companies will install a PV system at a residence
the other installation challenges, it is probably wise to avoid with a shake roof only if a roofing contractor removes and
installing any PV system over a wood shake roof. Most large replaces the wood material in the vicinity of the array.

Backwoods
Solar
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Many commercial roofs likewise have very poor fire ratings. It is the building owner’s responsibility to ensure that
these roofs are properly rated in accordance with applicable
building codes, which require a minimum Class C roof fire
rating for most buildings. However, the codes require a Class
B fire rating for roofs on all assembly occupancy buildings.
California and other Western states, meanwhile, have Class
A fire rating requirements for high fire severity areas, wildland-urban interface areas and other areas.
The 2012 editions of both the International Building Code
and the International Residential Code require that PV systems meet the same fire classification rating as is required
for the roof. Therefore, to put a PV system on the roof of a
church or synagogue anywhere in the US, installers must
ensure that the PV system has a Class B or better fire classification rating. Since Class A or B modules are not readily available, only PV systems evaluated to the new versions
of the UL 1703 and UL 2703 product safety standards can
meet these requirements. (See “Fire Classification for RoofMounted PV Systems,” SolarPro, November/December 2014.)
This is a significant change as failure to meet these requirements could place a contractor at risk. In the event that a fire
occurs within a roof-mounted PV array subject to the 2012
building codes, fire investigators will likely scrutinize the
installation for fire classification compliance.
Product safety standards. Insofar as they define requirements
for the evaluation and certification of PV system components,
product safety standards are an
essential part of fire prevention and
What happens
fault detection. Without product
if you install a
safety standards, the codes would
PV system to
have to define not only practical
safeguards but also specific verificathe latest code
tion test requirements. The intent of
requirements,
the codes is simply to dictate what
perform all
safeguards are required in practice.
the correct
The role of standards is to provide
installation and
details about how to test and evalumaintenance
ate a product to prove that it meets
the intent of the codes.
procedures—
UL 1703 and UL 1741 are the
and it still
primary PV industry product safety
catches on fire?
standards. The former governs the
safety of flat-plate PV modules and
includes fire performance test requirements. The latter governs the safety of inverters and other specialty electrical or
electronic components used in PV systems. UL 1741 includes
ground-fault detection test requirements and references UL
1699B for arc-fault detection test requirements.
While UL 1699B is still very much a work in progress,
Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratories (NRTLs) are
evaluating products to this standard. C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 5 5

Wire Management
Solutions for Solar
Installers & Integrators
HEYClip™ SunRunner® Cable Clips
Double-Compression Design for (1) 12 gauge
USE-2 to (2) 10 gauge PV-1000V wires.
Cables from .20˝ (5,1 mm) to .30˝ (7,6 mm)
dia., and frames up to .125˝ (3,2 mm) thick.
Now available in 316 Stainless Steel.

HEYClip™ SunRunner® 90°
Cable Clips
Mounts at 90° angle to the original
SunRunner, holds a single cable from
.20˝ (5,1 mm) to .30˝ (7,6 mm). For use with
PV modules mounted in “Landscape” Mode.

HEYClip™ SunRunner® EZ™
Cable Clip
Double-Compression Design for up to
two (2) wires .20˝ (5,1 mm) to .30˝ (7,6 mm),
and panels up to .250˝ (6,4 mm) thick.

HEYClip™ SunRunner 4™
Cable Clip
Double-Compression Design for up to (4)
12 gauge USE-2 or (4) 10 gauge PV-1000V wires,
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Troubleshooting Arc Faults and Ground Faults

I

C ou r t e sy S ole c tr ia

companies need to update internal work procedures to make
mplementing advanced fault-detection technologies in
sure they are as safe and efficient as possible. The most
the field impacts system integrators, installers and serdetailed resource for this purpose is a report I prepared for
vice technicians in a variety of ways. Contractors need
to spend time qualifying new equipment. Installers and service the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), “Field
Guide for Testing Existing Photovoltaic Systems for Ground
technicians have to troubleshoot more faults in the field.
Faults and Installing Equipment to Mitigate Fire Hazards”
Product qualification. Qualifying products is not yet as
(see Resources). Based on my own field experiences and
simple as verifying that an inverter is capable of detecting
materials published by other subject matter experts, this
dc arc faults and ground faults on all conductors. As is often
report provides ground-fault testing procedures for arrays
the case when manufacturers implement new safeguards,
where a ground-fault is indicated, as well as arrays with no
nuisance tripping has plagued some products. The same
known ground faults. (See also “PV System Ground Faults,”
thing happened 20 or more years ago with early groundSolarPro, August/September 2009.)
fault detection systems. Manufacturers do need time and
Locating arc faults. While procedures
experience to perfect detection systems.
for troubleshooting ground faults are reasonThis initial learning curve is not fun or
ably well established, arc-fault troubleshootinexpensive. Unfortunately, these early
ing is very much in its infancy. The simplest
glitches are a necessary and painful part
arc faults to find are those that result in an
of the evolution of safety equipment.
open circuit. Especially in smaller PV sysThe best way to minimize problems
tems, technicians should have no problem
with new detection technologies—or any
finding an open-circuit arc fault using tradinew equipment—is to do your homework
tional troubleshooting practices and tools.
and find out as much as possible about
The challenge for technicians is finding
the product’s field performance. In the
intermittent faults, such as a loose or
event that you have to make purchasing
high-resistance connection that is slowly
decisions while the jury is still out on a
getting worse over time. In some cases,
product or technology, choose a ventechnicians can locate intermittent faults
dor that has proven to be responsive to
using an infrared camera, as a loose
requests for warranty or service support
connection often generates a significant
in the past. At least that way you know
amount of heat. While this approach
the vendor will work closely with you to
works well in combiner boxes or invertresolve any potential problems. It is also
ers, it is less effective if the fault occurs in
wise to resist the temptation to jump
a source-circuit connector. Especially on
from one vendor to another, hoping for a
rooftop systems, it can be difficult for
different result.
Improved fault sensitivity Nontechnicians to get an unobstructed view
Locating ground faults. The advent
isolated string inverters, such as
of module interconnects.
of advanced ground-fault detectors does
the Solectria PVI 36TL shown
Since module and homerun connectors
not require new troubleshooting skills or
here, include arc-fault detectors
are common arc-fault locations, the industry
tools. However, the number of detected
and are far more sensitive to
will need new troubleshooting tools for this
ground faults will increase because
ground faults—and will therefore
application. I envision some type of signal
new ground-fault detectors are much more
detect more faults—than earlier
generator with a receiver where a bad consensitive than traditional fuse-based detecstring inverter products.
nection attenuates the signal. The electrical
tors. To trip the 1 A ground-fault detection
industry commonly uses these types of
fuse in a 3-year-old string inverter, fault
currents must exceed 1,350 mA for an hour or about 3,000 mA devices, and the solar field could perhaps repurpose them
for arc-fault detection in PV source circuits. Until technicians
for a few seconds. By contrast, non-isolated string inverters
have access to these new tools, the hardest part of arcunder 30 kW in capacity are roughly 100 times as sensitive,
fault troubleshooting is to not give up in exasperation. Never
with a detection threshold of 30 mA.
assume that an inverter or detection unit is nuisance tripping
Since installers and service technicians will clearly be
until you confirm that no faults are present in the system. {
chasing many ground faults previously invisible to detectors,
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Nuisance tripping and nondetection remain an
issue with dc arc-fault detectors, as was the case
when ac arc-fault detectors first came to market (see “Troubleshooting Arc Faults and Ground
Faults,” at left). However, these products are a great
leap forward for the PV industry. They have already
prevented several fires.
Of the remaining product safety standards relevant to the solar industry, the standard pertaining to mounting systems is perhaps most pertinent
to fire prevention and fault detection. UL 2703 is
the product safety standard that defines fire performance test requirements for PV modules in
combination with mounting systems. This standard also contains test requirements for grounding
and bonding devices, which are critical to groundfault detection.

Evolving design practices Designers are deploying more non-isolated
3-phase string inverters on commercial roofs to meet arc-fault requirements in NEC 2011. These inverters also meet the enhanced groundfault detection requirements in NEC 2014.

Liability
The above inventory of codes and standards is not simply interesting trivia. Product standards allow PV system designers and

installers to select properly evaluated equipment that meet the
required codes. Installing listed and labeled equipment in a
code-compliant manner not only makes PV systems safer, but
also limits contractor liability.
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Imagine what happens if you install a PV system to the lat- are codified in NEC 2014. However, some jurisdictions are
est code requirements, and perform all the correct installa- enforcing NEC 2011, which requires dc arc-fault detection and maintenance procedures—and it still catches on fire. tors only, and others are still on NEC 2008, which requires
Since PV systems built to the latest codes are far less likely neither. Though some jurisdictions do not yet mandate
to start a fire than systems installed only a few years ago, the advanced ground-fault or dc arc-fault detectors, contractors
likelihood of this happening is extremely small. However, it should still install systems to this standard of care. The good
is impossible to foresee or prevent every possible event that news is that most PV systems designed to meet the requirewill befall fielded PV systems. In the unlikely event of a fire, an ments of NEC 2011—such as commercial roof-mounted PV
important benefit of the codes and standards process is that systems using 20 kW–50 kW 3-phase string inverters—will
meet industry best practices for fire prevention and fault
following these construction norms protects the contractor.
In the one in 100,000 chance that a PV system your com- detection within PV arrays.
pany installed initiates a fire, codes and standards are the
Fielded systems. High-profile fires involving PV systems
measure by which fire investigators and insurance compa- have captured the attention of the insurance industry. Greater
nies will judge the installation. If the installation meets all scrutiny by insurance carriers is almost guaranteed to increase
the applicable requirements, then the fire must have been premiums or deductibles unless companies take measures
unpreventable given the available products and technolo- to improve system safety. Providing or offering upgrades for
gies. This legal concept is known as the standard of care. fielded systems is one option available to PV system owners as
Contractors are not required to employ every available safe- a means of controlling insurance costs while improving safety.
guard; rather, they must follow the safeguards that are stanIncreased insurance costs are not the only issue these fires
dard to the industry.
raise. Another issue to consider is whether ignorance is still
Failure to follow these codes and standards leaves con- a viable defense in the event of a PV-initiated fire. The 2009
tractors exposed. If investigators find deficiencies in an elec- Bakersfield fire, for example, initiated a well-documented
trical system that caused a fire, they could find the contractor multiyear investigation that eventually led to revised groundat fault. If so, lawyers may try to pin a negligence charge on fault protection requirements in NEC 2014. An effort is now
the contractor for not following the standard of care. This has under way to revise the product safety standard in light of
implications for new installations as well as fielded systems.
these new Code requirements.
New installations. The vast majority of properly installed PV
Prior to these developments, contractors could reasonsystems should never need to use their arc-fault or ground-fault ably claim that ground-fault detection blind spot fires were
detectors throughout the life of the system. This is especially unforeseeable and that no solutions to the problem were
true if these systems are part of an effective O&M program available. These days, it is increasingly difficult for installers
implemented by a competent asset manager. However, stake- or asset managers to claim ignorance—in C O N T I N U E D O N P A G E 5 8
holders have adopted
new ground- and arcfault protection safeguards precisely because
even the most careful
and conscientious system installer, with the
aid of a competent asset
manager, cannot prevent
all PV system fire events.
To limit liability, it
is incumbent on integrators and installers
to implement advanced
ground-fault and dc
arc-fault detectors in
all new PV systems—
regardless of the version
of the NEC that the local Legacy systems The risk of ground and arc faults increases as systems age. The arc-fault fire on the
AHJ is enforcing. Both right occurred after the system spent 17 years in the field. Regular inspection and maintenance can mitiof these safeguards gate these risks.
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part because of articles like this one. Further, non-isolated
inverters with highly sensitive ground-fault detectors are
readily available and widely used.
Today, ignorance is no longer a reasonable response to
a PV-initiated fire, which leaves the door open for litigation.
In the event of a fire, lawyers may have a viable legal case if
they can reasonably prove that a contractor had knowledge of
a potential safety problem—one for which a viable commercial solution was available—and did not inform the customer.
The legal concepts behind such a case include situations such
as failure to warn, withholding of information or concealment.
If the contractor informs the customer of a potential safety
problem and the customer chooses to take no action, the customer rather than the contractor bears responsibility in the
event of a fire. Transfer of knowledge is the key.
The larger the
So how can a contractor or
asset
manager inform customers
material loss
of
a
potential
safety issue without
in a fire, the
alarming them unduly or winding
more likely it
up in a situation where customers
is that lawyers
insist on free system upgrades?
will attempt to
The crux of the matter is how comuse every legal
panies communicate with their
existing customers. The project
tool available to
permitting date determines the
assign blame to
Code requirements at the time of
the contractor.
construction. Prior to the 2014
edition, the NEC did not require
ground-fault detection on grounded conductors. Prior to the
2011 edition, the NEC did not require dc arc-fault protection;
further, these arc-fault detectors were not available commercially until 2013. Since the NEC is a construction document,
not a maintenance document, contractors or asset managers
are not required to update existing systems as new technologies come to market. However, they can certainly offer customers these upgrades as options.
The following is an example script a contractor or asset
manager might use to notify past customers about new safety
technologies that are now available for existing PV systems:
The safety track record of PV systems is among the
best in the electrical industry. In recent years, electrical code revisions have further reduced PV system
fire hazards. New technologies are now available that
improve PV system safety. While these additional
safeguards were not required or available when your
PV system was installed, it is possible to upgrade
your PV system to include these new safety technologies. Enclosed is information about safety upgrades
and typical costs for installing these on PV systems
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like yours. If you would like to receive a detailed cost
estimate to have these upgrades installed on your system, please contact us.
The benefit of notifying customers about PV system
upgrade options is that it reduces exposure to lawsuits
based on failure to warn, withholding of information, or
misrepresentation and concealment. The larger the material
loss in a fire, the more likely it is that lawyers will attempt to
use every legal tool available to assign blame to the contractor. Notifying customers helps alleviate potential exposure
to liabilities. Ultimately, a contractor’s best defense against
these allegations is to detail that it completed the PV installation in accordance with the codes enforced at the time
of the installation. The NEC is one of the most universally
adopted codes throughout the US and represents an authoritative standard of care for electrical installations.
Companies that have experienced a PV-involved fire
invariably take steps to ensure that fires will not recur on
their projects. They become far more vigilant about O&M
practices on existing systems as well as design and installation standards for future systems. This response emerges
from a better understanding of the financial impacts of a
fire. Good installation and asset management practices
and implementation of new safety technologies based on
improved codes and standards offer the cheapest insurance
against these potential losses.
g C O N TAC T
Bill Brooks / Brooks Engineering / Vacaville, CA / bill@brooksolar.com /
brooksolar.com
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System Profiles

Sun Light & Power

Hanover Page Mill Associates

Overview
DESIGNER: Ben Bachelder, PV
project engineer, Sun Light & Power,
sunlightandpower.com

NET ZERO CONSULTANT:
Point Energy Innovations,
pointenergyinnovations.com
DATE COMMISSIONED:
October 1, 2015
INSTALLATION TIME FRAME:
75 days
LOCATION: Palo Alto, CA, 37.4°N
SOLAR RESOURCE:
4.93 kWh/m2/day
ASHRAE DESIGN TEMPS: 84.2°F
2% avg. high, 32°F extreme min.
ARRAY CAPACITY: 412.16 kWdc
ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION:
655 MWh

60

im Gaither and Jim Gaither Jr. of
J
Hanover Page Mill Associates wanted
their new 87,000-square-foot commercial
office building to have net zero electrical
usage with 100% of the electrical load offset by on-site PV generation. The owners
also wanted a beautiful PV system. The
Gaithers contracted Sun Light & Power
(SLP) as the design-build firm for the PV
portion of the project. During the 2 years
of design and construction, the design
team reduced the PV system capacity
from 633 kW to 412.16 kW as it refined
the energy model and increased the
energy efficiency of the planned building.
A fully attached racking system maximizes the array coverage of the available
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LEAD INSTALLER: Tyler Wallace,
PV foreman, Sun Light & Power

roof area. SLP installed 262.91 kW
of the total 412.16 kW array on the building roof, with the majority of the remaining array deployed on two highly visible
parking lot shade structures. M Bar C’s
latest FIT mounting system aligns the
module edges with the purlins, creating
very clean lines when viewing the parking canopies from underneath. In addition, SLP painted the columns, beams
and purlins the same color. Due to the
unusually small size of the HiQ inverters, SLP was able to effectively hide them
atop the canopy beams.
The team installed the remaining
12 kW of PV on a tall trellis structure over

the main entrance to the building. SLP
and the owners chose Lumos Solar
frameless modules with transparent
backsheets for the final array segment.
Careful design of the steel substructure
coupled with Lumos LSX mounting
rails produced very clean visual lines.
SLP designed a custom sheet-metal
section to contain and hide the module
leads, homeruns and Tigo Energy Dual
Maximizers. The designers located the
trellis array’s HiQ inverters in an electrical room to keep them out of sight. The
trellis array is almost 30 feet above the
ground and needed to look perfect.
Scissor lifts did not allow the necessary
simultaneous access for the installers to get everything visually aligned
during construction, so SLP built a full
scaffold platform just below the top of
the trellis, allowing its installers to work
comfortably and safely on the entire
trellis array at once.
Early on, SLP switched the
entire project from traditional wallmounted string inverters to HiQ Solar
TrueString inverters due to the limited space. Even with a painfully complex and tight layout, the electrical
room did not afford sufficient space,
and there were aesthetic issues with
locating string inverters on a large
HVAC screen on the roof. In the end,
the HiQ product distributed throughout
the rooftop and shade structure arrays
worked perfectly.
“The ownership group we were working
with was one of the unique aspects of this
project. This was an engaged and actively
involved ownership team who worked
collaboratively with us to overcome challenges. They were involved in every level of
detail, from the height of the arrays off the
roof to the size of the ‘mow curb’ bases
at the carport columns. It felt more like
a partnership than the traditional ownercontractor relationship.”

Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 1,312 Trina Solar
Trinasmart TSM-305PD14.002 with
integrated Tigo Energy dc optimizers, 305 W STC, +3%/-0%, 8.33 Imp,
36.6 Vmp, 9.5 A maximum current,
39.4 Vdc maximum voltage; 48 Lumos
Solar LSX250-60M-C, 250 W STC,
+3%/-0%, 8.31 Imp, 30.1 Vmp, 8.78
Isc, 37.3 Voc
INVERTERS: 277/480V service, 44
HiQ Solar TrueString TS480-8k, 8 kW
rated output, 1,000 Vdc maximum
input, 425–850 Vdc full-power MPPT
range, dual MPPT
ARRAY: 14–16 modules per source
circuit (for Trinasmart modules), 8.33
Imp, 9.5 A maximum current per string,
4.27 kW–4.88 kW per source circuit;
two source circuits per inverter, 8.54
kW–9.76 kW total per inverter; Trina
array total 400.16 kW; Lumos modules
integrate with Tigo Energy Dual Maximizers (MM-2ES), two modules per dc
optimizer; Lumos array total 12 kW
ARRAY INSTALLATION: 262.91 kW
roof-mounted with custom pipe and
channel racking, IronRidge XR-100 rail
and module clamps; 65.88 kW mounted
on shade structure 1 and 71.37 kW
mounted on shade structure 2;
both shade structures use M Bar C
Fast Install Track (FIT) mounting
system; 12 kW mounted on trellis with
Lumos LSX rail; 213° azimuth, 5° tilt
(all arrays)
SYSTEM MONITORING: HiQ Solar
string-level and inverter diagnostics
monitoring, Tigo Energy module-level
monitoring, Locus Energy system-level
and revenue grade monitoring

—Jon Trevor, project manager,
Sun Light & Power
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True South Solar

C ou r te sy Tr u e S ou th S ola r

Buckhorn Springs Retreat Center

Overview
DESIGNER AND LEAD INSTALLER:

Ry Heller, True South Solar,
truesouthsolar.net
INSTALLATION CREW: Josh Neale,

Colin Bashant, Mike Goglin and
Oshia Golden
DATE COMMISSIONED: August 2015
INSTALLATION TIME FRAME: 6 days
LOCATION: Ashland, OR, 42.2°N
SOLAR RESOURCE: 4.9 kWh/m2/day
ASHRAE DESIGN TEMPERATURES:

96.8°F 2% avg. high, 17.6°F extreme min.
ARRAY CAPACITY: 23.54 kWdc
ANNUAL AC PRODUCTION:

32,020 kWh

T

he history of southern Oregon’s
Buckhorn Springs dates back to the
late 1800s when James Clarke Tolman
built a resort to take advantage of the
site’s mineral water and carbon dioxide springs, which many believed had
curative properties. Buckhorn Springs’s
current owners, Bruce and Leslie Sargent,
purchased the run-down resort in 1987
and embarked on a life-long family effort
to restore the historic structures and create a modern retreat center steeped in the
site’s rich history. In the summer of 2015,
True South Solar (TSS) added a modern
event to the property’s historical time
line—a 24 kW PV system.
The property’s sloping site was a good
candidate for six pole-mounted arrays.
The crew outlined property and creek
setbacks and mocked up the pole-mount
locations with paint to determine the
optimal spacing between them. Although
they staggered the poles down the hill in
an organic manner, the installers made
sure to line up each set of poles on the
east-west axis to create a nice visual line
between them.

TSS selected MT Solar’s Top of Pole
Mounts for the project. The product
includes a chain hoist and pulley system that allows workers to assemble
the array at waist level and lift it into
place, minimizing the need for ladders
or heavy equipment. MT Solar’s pole
mounts integrate with the installer’s
preferred top-down rail system. TSS
used SnapNrack rails for the project, in
part due to the crew’s familiarity with
installing this particular rail system.
This was the first time TSS had
worked with MT Solar’s pole mounts,
and a few unanticipated challenges
came up. The system includes a hand
crank that allows individuals to easily
adjust the array’s tilt angle. However,
the crank is on the backside of the
pole where a combiner or disconnect
is typically located. To avoid working
clearance issues, installers may need
to mount enclosures and associated
circuits on the side of the pole when
using the MT Solar mount. Another
product-specific consideration is that
since installers assemble the array at
solarprofessional.com | S O L A R P R O
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Equipment Specifications
MODULES: 72 SunPower SPR-E20-327,
Co ur te sy Tr u e S ou th S ola r (3)

327 W STC, +5/-0%, 5.98 Imp, 54.7
Vmp, 6.46 Isc, 64.9 Voc
INVERTERS: Single-phase 120/240 Vac

service; three SunPower SMA America
SB7000TL-US with Secure Power
Supply, 7 kW rated output, 600 Vdc
maximum input, 245–480 Vdc MPPT
range, 125–500 Vdc operating voltage
range, dual MPPT
ARRAY: Six modules per source circuit
(1,962 W, 5.98 Imp, 328.2 Vmp, 6.46
Isc, 389.4 Voc); two source circuits per
MPP tracker (3,924 W, 11.96 Imp, 328.2
Vmp, 12.92 Isc, 389.4 Voc); four source
circuits per inverter (7,848 W, 23.92 Imp,
328.2 Vmp, 25.84 Isc, 389.4 Voc); three
inverters total; 23.54 kW array total
ARRAY INSTALLATION: Ground mount,
six MT Solar 8-inch Top of Pole Mount,
180° azimuth, fully adjustable array tilt
from 0° to 90°
STRING INVERTER AGGREGATION:

125 A inverter combiner panel, 40 A
two-pole breaker per inverter
SYSTEM MONITORING: SunPower

monitoring system with smartphone app
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waist level before lifting it into place,
they need to delay the installation of
enclosures or conduits that fasten to the
pole until they raise the array into its
final position. TSS did not find this to be
a big issue, but it did alter its standard
pole-mount installation workflow.
The project uses three SunPower
7 kW non-isolated inverters with dual
MPP trackers. Its physical and electrical layout worked out nicely, with a
dedicated MPPT for each pole-mounted
array. Each mount supports 12 SunPower
modules configured in two six-module
source circuits. TSS used MC4-Y connectors to parallel these circuits.
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Because the system uses non-isolated
string inverters, Code requires both
ungrounded power conductors to be
de-energized when the circuit is opened.
Using MC4-Y connectors to parallel two
source circuits allowed TSS to use twopole rather than four-pole disconnects,
reducing both material and labor costs.
“The Buckhorn Springs project was our
first experience with the MT Solar polemount system. Although we encountered
a few unanticipated challenges, the added
speed and safety of building arrays at
waist level with two feet on the ground
has sold us on this product.”

—Ry Heller, True South Solar
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